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delays pension claiming and retirement, but imposing large penalties and holding the FRA 
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1 Introduction

Financial incentives, while potentially powerful, are often limited in their ability to shape behavior

in important policy environments. Individual behavior is often guided by one of a number of possible

behavioral biases that prevent individuals from behaving in the way that standard models of economic

behavior would predict.1 While the presence of behavioral bias has been documented in settings ranging

from saving for retirement to buying health insurance, quantifying and characterizing the nature of the

bias is a more difficult task. And yet, without this knowledge, policymakers can not be expected to choose

the appropriate policy.

In this paper, we identify, quantify, and study the source of behavioral bias in the decision to claim social

security benefits and to exit the labor market. Social security is an urgent policy issue in most advanced

economies. Between 1970 and 2020 the average life expectancy at age 65 increased by about six years in

OECD countries, while the average retirement age declined by about three years (OECD, 2019). These

trends put enormous financial pressure on social security systems, as individuals contribute to pensions for

fewer years and receive pension benefits for more years than they ever have. A common policy response

has been to increase the Full Retirement Age (FRA) – the earliest age at which an individual can draw a

full pension – while penalizing early claiming. The logic is simple. Individuals who comply with the new

FRA will contribute for more years and draw benefits for fewer years, while those who claim early receive

lower benefits than they would have before the policy change.

Evidence is mounting that people do not claim a pension when a standard life cycle model would

predict. In the U.S., people claim their pension at the FRA and this ”spike” in pension claiming moves in

lock-step with increases in the FRA (Behaghel and Blau, 2012). In Germany, people retire from working

much more often at statutory retirement ages, e.g. the FRA, than what financial incentives would predict

(Seibold, 2019). But pension claiming and retirement are often linked through institutional rules, e.g.

the earnings test (for all claiming decisions in Germany, and claiming before the FRA in the US), so it

remains a challenge to identify which decision, to claim a pension, or to retire from work, or both, is driven

by behavioral biases. While the empirical spike in pension claiming at the fra is well documented and

appears to be a general phenomenon, the reasons for the spike, and whether it is a behavioral feature of

older workers in general, or only of a fraction thereof, remains poorly understood.

Our venue is a unique and major reform to the female old age survivor’s insurance (OASI) in Switzer-

land. The reform first increased the FRA in two steps, from 62 to 63 years for women born on or after

January 1, 1939, and from 63 to 64 years for women born on or after January 1, 1942. Initially, the penalty

for early claiming was 3.4% of benefits per year of claiming prior to the FRA. Under this regime, early

claiming is actuarially attractive for the average woman; the discounted expected social security wealth

when claiming early is larger than that when claiming at the FRA, while the reduction in social security

wealth due to the FRA increase creates an incentive to work longer. The final step of the reform increased

the penalty for early claiming to 6.8% for women born on or after January 1, 1948, which is a more than

actuarially fair increase.

Several features of our setting are useful from a research design standpoint. First, the reform generates

1Beginning with Madrian and Shea (2001), a large literature has found empirical evidence of behavioral responses to
policy changes that do not conform to the standard model of economic behavior in a wide range of settings. See Bernheim
and Taubinsky (2018) for a detailed discussion.
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sharp discontinuities in the FRA and in the penalties for early claiming, allowing for the application of a

credible Regression Discontinuity (RD) research design. Second, the first two stages of the reform increased

the FRA and made early claiming economically attractive, while the final stage held the FRA fixed and

made early claiming economically unattractive. Contrasting the various stages of the reform affords us an

opportunity to study the degree to which financial incentives shape behavior relative to behavioral bias.

Third, in the Swiss setting, pension claiming and retirement are not mechanically linked, as there is no

universal mandatory retirement from work, and there is no earnings test, so that individuals are able to

claim and continue working or retire early and not claim benefits.2 Generally, changes to social security

benefits affect wealth but do not change the incentive to work over and above the disincentive effects

through the tax system. As such, we can cleanly disentangle the effect of the reform on pension claiming

and retirement behavior.

Using comprehensive administrative data and exploiting the sharp cutoffs generated by the reform, we

find that increasing the FRA and offering early claiming at a low penalty of 3.4% delays pension claiming

by 7-8 months, even though the average individual would receive higher lifetime social security wealth by

claiming early. The mechanical reduction in social security wealth generated by these reform stages delays

labor market exit by 5-7 months. In contrast, we find that increasing the penalty for early claiming to

6.8% and holding the FRA fixed delays pension claiming by about 4 months and has no effects on labor

market exit.

Since benefit claiming and retirement are not mechanically linked in Switzerland, we can use our RD

strategy to identify the income effect of social security benefits on lifetime employment earnings; a critical

estimate when evaluating many public policies including changes to social security. The identification of

the income effect from pension wealth shocks has been challenging, because in other countries pension

benefit claiming is tied to retirement, limiting individuals’ ability to respond to pension wealth shocks by

continuing to work after claiming or delaying claiming after retirement.3 We find that individuals replace

a substantial amount of lost pension wealth through labor supply: a 1 Swiss Franc decrease in pension

wealth increases lifetime earnings by 39 to 57 cents. This estimate is significantly larger than the estimates

reported in Cesarini et al. (2017) and Imbens et al. (2001) who study the impact of wealth on labor supply

among lottery winners, and similar to results in Gelber et al. (2016) who study the effects of pension wealth

shocks.

The effect of the reform on retirement can be rationalized in a standard life-cycle model of labor

supply. Increases in the FRA reduce lifetime wealth; women adapt to this negative wealth shock by

working longer. We find extensions of labor supply for all groups of women including women who are

self-employed, suggesting that labor supply considerations dominate labor demand considerations. In

contrast, the effect of the reform on pension claiming is difficult to rationalize with any standard model of

behavior. The standard assumptions on economic behavior – fully rational forward-looking expected utility

maximization – would dictate that individuals simply claim benefits at the age that maximizes discounted

expected pension wealth. Yet, we observe large spikes in claiming at the FRA, which shift as the FRA is

increased, even though early claiming is the wealth-maximizing choice for the average woman.

2Some sectors are covered by collective agreements that specify that contracts end at the FRA leading to unusually high
rates of labor market exit. We explore labor market exit decisions of self-employed women, who are not covered by collective
agreements, and find their labor market exit patterns are similar to other women’s exit patters.

3For example, Gelber et al. (2016) study the effect of shocks to pension income on elderly earnings in the US, but in the
US in the period of their study there is an earnings test which would disincentivize working after claiming benefits.
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These empirical patterns suggest that a substantial fraction of the population simply claims their

pension at the nominal age prescribed by the government. Following Chetty et al. (2014), we label these

individuals as passive decision makers, and set out to quantify the fraction of the population that is passive

using two complementary strategies. The first strategy places no additional structure on the problem and

simply assumes that passive decision makers always claim at the FRA, while active decision makers respond

to economic incentives. We exploit the different stages of the reform to identify and estimate bounds on

the fraction of the population that is passive. Our strategy is simple. Compliance with a stage of the

reform is informative about the individual’s type. For example, an individual who claims early in response

to an increase in the FRA with a small penalty for early claiming cannot be “passive,” because being

passive means claiming at the FRA regardless of the financial implications. Similarly, an individual who

delays claiming in response to an increase in the financial penalty for early claiming without changing the

FRA also cannot be passive. The compliance rates with a stage of the reform are identified under mild

assumptions and we estimate the bounds on the fraction of passive individuals as [0.463, 0.691].4

The second strategy imposes structure on the problem and assumes that active decision makers choose

their claiming age in a way that maximizes lifetime discounted expected wealth.5 With this assumption

we can point identify the fraction of passive individuals, because all determinants of pension benefits

associated with each possible claiming age are observable in the data. The maximum likelihood estimate

of the fraction of passive decision makers is 0.67, which lies inside the estimate of our non-parametric

bounds, so that we cannot reject the possibility that our simple structural model generates the data we

observe. We simulate claiming hazards using this point estimate and show that we can nearly perfectly

replicate the empirical claiming hazards, while a model with only active decision makers cannot.

While knowing the fraction of population that is passive is useful for policymakers, governments that

maximize social welfare would also want to know the reason why individuals are passive. Clearly passive

decision makers leave money on the table by not claiming at the wealth maximizing age. To the extent

that governments wish to correct this behavior, knowing the source of bias is of first-order importance. If,

for example, the reason is that passive individuals lack knowledge or understanding about their options,

then information campaigns, as in Liebman and Luttmer (2015) may be the solution.6 Alternatively, the

hassle cost to claim the pension at an age other the nominal FRA may be too large, or individuals could

have reference-dependent preferences with loss aversion, because early claiming is framed as a benefit loss

(Behaghel and Blau, 2012, Seibold, 2019).7

To uncover the source of bias, we conducted an original survey of 1,223 Swiss women between ages

60-65 using a representative internet panel of the Swiss population.8 Individuals were asked what they

knew about their options, how they gathered information for the decision, and how they made the decision

about when to claim. Few women cited a lack of information or knowledge about their options as an

4Kline and Tartari (2016) adopt a similar approach in the context of a welfare program.
5As long as there is no bequest motive and individuals are not liquidity constrained, maximizing lifetime wealth and

maximizing lifetime utility lead to the same decision rule.
6Chan and Stevens (1994) also study the role of misinformation and misunderstanding in generating non-response to

pension incentives in the context of employer-provided pensions rather than social security.
7In Switzerland, individuals who want to claim pensions before the FRA must submit an application to the local OASI

office before reaching the early claiming age. Individuals who want to claim after the FRA must submit a deferral declaration
to their local OASI agency within a year after reaching the FRA.

8OASI claims cannot be made before 62 and most women in the population have claimed by 65. Our survey respondents
will thus be a mix of those who have claimed and those who have not, but all are in the age range where they would be
thinking about the claiming decision.
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important factor. In fact, most women do seek information, whether from a financial advisor or from

friends and family. The hassle associated with claiming at an age other than the FRA was not cited as

an important factor either. Rather, the most important reasons were that it “seems natural to start my

OASI pension” at the individual’s claiming age and “I wanted to avoid getting a reduced OASI pension” by

claiming early. These answers point to reference dependence together with loss aversion as the dominant

reason that many individuals do not claim at the age that maximizes lifetime wealth. This finding implies

that the way the benefit schedule is framed is a key dimension of choice for governments.

Finally, we study how much money is being left on the table by passive decision-makers as well as the

consequences for the government budget. We tackle these questions by separating the direct, mechanical

effect from the behavioral effect of each stage of the reform on individual pension wealth and income.

The mechanical effect captures the change in pension wealth from lowering pension benefits, holding the

claiming age fixed. The behavioral effect captures the change in pension wealth and income from adjusting

behavior to mitigate the mechanical pension wealth loss. We find that the behavioral effect for the increases

the FRA with low early claiming penalties is negative, exacerbating the loss in pension wealth, consistent

with mostly passive decision makers responding to these stages of the reform. Individuals do mitigate

some of the lost income by working longer and earning more labor income. The stages of the reform that

increased the FRA also generate most of the fiscal savings: A one Swiss franc cut in OASI benefits increases

public funds by 1.6-2.16 Swiss Francs. On the other hand, the increase in public funds from the stage of

the reform that increased the price of early claiming is about 2-3 times smaller. Passive behavior is the

source of much government savings and individual wealth loss. Our results illustrate, that with a sizeable

share of passive decision makers, FRA increases can generate substantial savings without steep penalties

for early claiming, but they are extra costly for passive decision makers.

Our paper builds on a large literature on the effects of social security programs on labor supply and

benefit claiming (for reviews, see Lumsdaine and Mitchell, 1999; Feldstein and Liebman, 2002; Coile, 2015;

Blundell et al., 2016; and Böersch-Supan et al., 2016). Our paper is related to the branch of the literature

estimating the effect of changes in the early or full retirement age (Baker and Benjamin, 1999;Mastrobuoni,

2009;Staubli and Zweimüller, 2013;Cribb et al., 2016; and Deshpande et al., 2020). In this literature, Hanel

and Riphahn (2012) study the first two steps of the Swiss 1997 reform using survey data and find that an

increase in the FRA by one year delayed labor force exit by half as much. Our paper is also related to a

branch of the literature that studies the retirement effects of financial incentives associated with changes

in old age benefits (Krueger and Pischke, 1992; Gruber and Wise, 1999; French, 2005; Coile and Gruber,

2007; Liebman et al., 2009; Manoli and Weber, 2016; Gelber et al., 2016; and Fetter and Lockwood, 2018).

Most closely related are recent studies that have attempted to rationalize the retirement and claiming

effects using non-standard models of economic behavior. In the case of retirement, Seibold (2019) shows

that bunching of job exits at statutory retirement ages in Germany is in excess of what can be explained

by financial incentives. In the case of benefit claiming, Behaghel and Blau (2012) find that in the US the

spike in the claiming hazard at the FRA moves with an increase in the FRA in a way that is hard to

explain with a standard model of behavior. Gruber et al. (2020) find that simply ”relabeling” a statutory

retirement age affects claiming behavior in Finland, and those who claim at relabeled ages display ”regret”,

they are more likely to return to work.

This paper makes three important contributions relative to the earlier literature. A first key contribu-
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tion is that in our setting benefit claiming and retirement are not tied together institutionally. This feature

allows us to separately identify the effects of social security programs on benefit claiming and retirement

using the sharp discontinuities generated by the reform. It also offers an opportunity to estimate the

income effect of social security benefits on labor supply, an important parameter for policy and under-

standing work patterns among the elderly. The existing literature has studied settings in which claiming

and retirement are tied together through an earnings test, making it difficult to disentangle the effect on

pension claiming from the effect on retirement.

A second key contribution of this paper is to quantify the subpopulation of passive decisions makers by

using a variety of empirical designs and transparent and independent variation in the FRA and financial

incentives. Chetty et al. (2014) estimate how many individuals are passive when saving for retirement

by studying two policies to raise saving: price subsidies and automatic contributions. Because interior

optima with respect to a continuous choice variable (retirement savings, portfolio allocation) should move

in response to a price change, they are able to estimate the fraction of passive decision makers by counting

the number of non-responders. The choice variable in our setting (to claim early or not) is discrete, which

requires us to develop a new approach that delivers bounds around the share of the population that is

passive. We also show that with minimal structure we can point identify and estimate the fraction of

passive decision makers.

A third key contribution is that we provide evidence that the underlying reason for passivity is about

preferences and not a lack of knowledge or understanding of social security. Behaghel and Blau (2012) and

Seibold (2019) posit that reference dependence with loss aversion is the reason for why some people are not

optimizing and they provide indirect evidence consistent with this explanation. Our original survey allows

us to rule alternative explanations and confirm that the most important reason for passivity in benefit

claiming is reference-dependent preferences with loss aversion.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We next discuss the institutional background and data. Section3

provides a conceptual framework for claiming and retirement. Section 4 discusses the RD strategy and

presents the main results. Section 5 describes our strategy for identifying bounds around the proportion of

the population that is passive, presents estimates of the bounds, and then point identifies the fraction of

passives using a simple dynamic discrete choice model of benefits claiming. Section 6 presents the results

of our survey of Swiss pensioners and discusses policy implications. Section 7 concludes.

2 Institutional Background and Data

2.1 Pension Wealth and Work

The Swiss OASI pays a full pension to anyone claiming at the full retirement age (FRA); 62 years of

age for women (before 2001) and 65 years of age for men. Men and women contribute to OASI by paying

payroll taxes of 8.4% on their wage or unemployment benefits. Full contribution to OASI means paying

into the system for each year between age 20 and the FRA. Pensions are reduced by 2.3% per missing

contribution year.9

9Students, individuals receiving disability benefits, and other non-employed individuals pay means-tested non-employment
contributions to maintain a continuous contribution history. These contributions range from less than 500 Swiss Francs or
CHF (CHF 1 = USD 1.07 = 0.83 EUR) for individuals with wealth below 300,000 CHF to 24,000 CHF for individuals with
wealth at 8,4 Million CHF or higher.
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Individuals with a full contribution history receive a pension whose level depends on average indexed

(annual) earnings (AIE).10 Individuals with AIE of 14,100 CHF, or lower, receive the minimum pension

of 14,100 CHF, so the replacement rate for these individuals is 100% or higher. Individuals with AIE

of 84,600 CHF, or higher, receive an annual pension of 28,200 CHF, so the replacement rate is 34% at

the maximum pension. On average, OASI benefits replace about 30% of pre-retirement earnings and are

indexed to the average of price and wage inflation, with adjustments taking place every other year.

Individuals who claim the OASI pension later than the FRA earn an actuarially fair increase in their

pension. For instance, a woman who delays claiming benefits by one year receives a 5.2% higher pension

than at the FRA, not capped at the regular maximum of 28,200 CHF. Delaying and claiming after the FRA

is an active decision: Individuals must submit a deferral declaration to their local OASI agency within a

year after reaching the FRA. Individuals who do not submit a deferral declaration receive the same benefits

as they would have if they had claimed at the FRA. Individuals who work beyond the FRA, independent

of whether they have claimed a pension or not, continue to pay payroll taxes on any job with income that

exceeds 1,400 CHF per month. These additional contributions do not increase their pension level. Prior

to 2001 there was no early retirement age, so claiming before the FRA was not an option.

Married spouses are assessed as individuals until both spouses claim benefits. Couples are eligible for

a joint pension that is equal to 150% of the husband’s pension. A claiming husband whose wife is 55 years

or older but has not started claiming yet, receives a supplementary pension of 30% of his individual OASI

pension.

Individuals have access to two additional sources of pension wealth. The first is an employer provided

occupational benefit plan to guarantee the accustomed (pre-retirement) standards of living. Occupational

benefits can differ enormously, as the government only regulates minimum contributions and payouts.

Contributions are mandatory for annual earnings that exceed about CHF 20,000. Occupational pension

plans specify a full retirement age that need not be the same as the FRA associated with OASI. Individuals

who reach the occupational pension FRA can either receive an annuity, withdraw a lump-sum amount,

or receive a mix of these two. The majority of retired individuals choose the annuity, even though the

first pillar already provides an annuity in old age (Bütler and Teppa, 2007). Occupational pensions can be

withdrawn as early as age 58 years, with actuarially fair adjustment. Late claiming is also possible if the

pension plan allows it. The net replacement rate of the occupational pension is about 40% for the average

earner, but less than that for women.11 Occupational pension plans are highly fragmented: 2,543 pension

funds operated in 2007, offering different plans with respect to claiming and payout options. The second

additional source of pension wealth consists of tax deferred savings accounts, or life insurance policies, to

supplement the state pension with sufficient means to ensure comfortable retirement. The contribution

rate is decided individually. Contributions to the third pillar are deducted from taxable income. Wealth

in tax deferred savings accounts is taxed, albeit at a reduced rate.

OASI programs in other countries often embed strong disincentives from working an extra year, through

small or no adjustments of benefits for delays in claiming. At the extreme, in some systems, retiring from

work and claiming are mechanically joint decisions. In Switzerland claiming and retiring from work are

10Average earnings are supplemented for parents who have taken care of children below age 16, or individuals who provide
for relatives in need of care. Supplements are equivalent to three times the minimal pension.

11About 83% of working women are covered by an occupational pension scheme, but since they often work part-time, their
occupational pension is much lower than men’s. Occupational pensions accounted for 41% of men’s retirement income, but
only 19% of women’s, and women’s occupational pensions were 63% lower than men’s (Fluder and Salzgeber (2016)).
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separate decisions, and the Swiss OASI offers actuarial adjustment for delays in claiming. Switzerland also

has no mandatory retirement at the FRA (Senti, 2011). Workers who wish to leave the labor force upon

reaching the FRA have to quit their job by formally informing the employer of their decision. Workers cov-

ered by collective agreements or public sector employees may have contracts that terminate automatically

upon reaching the FRA, but these contracts can be renewed. Continuing work beyond the FRA is often

financially attractive as contributions to company pension plans are no longer mandatory.12 However,

many employment relationships are implicitly understood to end at the FRA, and employment protection

legislation weakens at the FRA. Considering that workers have access to a pension after the FRA, the

Swiss Supreme Court has ruled that dismissal was just in situations that would have been deemed unjust

for a worker younger than the FRA.

Unemployment insurance (UI) and disability insurance (DI) are income support programs that can

serve to finance hidden forms of early retirement. Though UI is more generous to individuals who are two

years from the FRA, it is no easier to qualify for older workers than it is for younger ones. DI pays higher

benefits than UI, though the requirements for receiving DI benefits are more stringent. Time on both UI

and DI counts towards the contribution requirement for receiving a full OASI pension.

2.2 The 1997 FRA Reform

The Swiss government enacted a major reform of OASI to take effect as of January 1, 1997. The most

important element of this reform was an increase in the FRA for women from age 62 to age 64, affecting all

women born on January 1, 1939 or after (first row of Table 1). The increase occurred in two main stages.

The FRA was increased to age 63 for women born between 1939 and 1941 and to age 64 for women born

in 1942 or later.

Table 1

The second major element of the reform was the introduction of early claiming (second row of Table 1).

Women born January 1, 1939 or after could still claim benefits as early as age 62 subject to an adjustment

of 3.4% of full benefits for each year of claiming prior to the FRA. The price per year of early claiming

doubled, from 3.4% to 6.8%, for women born on January 1, 1948 or after. Women who wanted to claim

pensions early had to submit an application to the local OASI office in advance, at least one day ahead of

their early retirement birthday. Early claimers continue to contribute to the system until the FRA, either

through the OASI tax, if working, or through a tax on their pension income, if not working.

Figure 1(a) shows the pension adjustment factor (PAF) for early and late claiming, while Figure 1(b)

shows the corresponding social security wealth (SSW) for a woman with average life expectancy and a

discount rate of 2% (implying a discount factor of 0.98).13 The blue circles show the PAF and SSW for

women born in 1938, the last cohort unaffected by the reform, who we label as the FRA62 cohort. Women

in this cohort could not claim an old age pension before age 62. Women who started claiming an old age

12Workers who continue to work beyond the FRA pay contributions to OASI on all income above 1,400 CHF. Pension levels
are not adjusted for work after the FRA – there is no accrual beyond the FRA – so the OASI contributions become taxes.

13In our data, we observe empirical survival rates until age 76. Between age 77 and age 86, we predict survival rates using
a Gompertz extrapolation, based on a regression of log mortality on a linear trend in age (Chetty et al., 2016). Beyond age
87, we predict survival rates using mortality rates from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office. Appendix A.1 shows that our
survival rates closely align with official survival rates from the Federal Statistical Office.
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pension at age 62 received the full pension amount; their PAF was at 100%. Women who delayed claiming

by one year to age 63 were entitled to a pension that was 5.2% higher than the full pension. The PAF

increased further for every year of delay beyond age 63. The SSW is roughly constant for the FRA62

cohort, reflecting the actuarial fairness of the pension adjustments associated with each claiming age.

Figure 1

The reform affected the PAF and SSW in three stages. The blue diamonds show the PAF and SSW

for women born 1939 to 1941. We label this cohort the FRA63 cohort. For this cohort, age 62 became

an early retirement age. Women could claim benefits at 62, but their pension would be cut by 3.4%.

Delaying to the new FRA of 63 would mean eligibility for a full pension, with actuarially fair adjustments

to pensions for those claiming later than the FRA. We see that cohort FRA63 experiences a negative SSW

shock relative to FRA62, and it is actuarially advantages for women in cohort FRA63 to claim early, as

the SSW is higher for those who do so.

The red triangles show the PAF and SSW for women born between 1942 and 1947, who we label as

the FRA64 cohort. As in the case of the FRA63 cohort, women in FRA63 could claim a year early (at age

63) at the price of a 3.4% cut to benefits. Additionally, women in the FRA64 cohort could claim benefits

as early as 62 (2 years before their FRA), at the price of a 6.8% cut to benefits. Women in the FRA64

cohort who waited until age 64, the FRA, received a full pension. If maximizing SSW is the objective, the

average woman in this cohort should claim before age 64. Given the low price of early claiming, women in

this cohort (and the FRA63 cohort) can partially mitigate the implied wealth shocks by claiming early.

The red squares apply to women born in 1948 or later, who also have an FRA of 64. The adjustment

for these women is such that they could claim at age 63 years and face a 6.8% cut to their pension, or

at age 62 years at a cut of 13.6%. The early claiming adjustment for this cohort of women is double the

adjustment of the FRA63 and FRA64 cohorts, making the system more than actuarially fair (MAF) so

that for the average woman, delaying claiming to the FRA offers the highest value of SSW. As such, we

label this cohort the MAF cohort.

We also explore alternative ways of calculating the SSW. First, we consider that delaying claiming affects

the SSW also through the AIE if women continue to work (the pension accrual). Second, we consider that

the tax system may affect actuarial fairness, because OASI benefits are subject to regular income taxes.

Appendix Figure A.3 and Appendix Table A.1 show that these considerations are not significant enough

to change the SSW patterns. Claiming early is financially attractive for FRA63 and FRA64 cohorts and

financially unattractive for MAF cohorts, independent of when women retire and whether OASI benefits

are gross or net of taxes.

Three other elements of the reform are important in our context. First, the 1997 reform changed

pensions for couples. Prior to the reform, retired couples earned 150% of the husband’s pension. The 1997

reform introduced splitting. Once both husband and wife claimed benefits, the earnings accumulated by

husband and wife during the marriage were split equally between the two. These split earnings trajectories

were used to determine the pension benefit separately for husband and wife. All new pensions were

calculated according to the new rules immediately, and on-going pensions were re-calculated from January

1, 2001 onwards. Splitting came into effect in 1997, whereas the FRA increase affected new pensions from

2001 onwards, so that splitting does not affect our analysis of the effects of the FRA on women’s decisions.
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Second, the 1997 reform abolished the supplementary pensions for retired husbands whose wives were

born in 1942 or after. This change could in principle affect our analysis of the FRA64 reform, because

the change also occurs sharply around the January 1, 1942 cutoff. We show below that our results are

robust to considering the subsample of single women, or women with a young husband (couples where the

husband is no more than two years older than the wife).

Third, the reform introduced early claiming for men. From January 1, 1997 onwards, men could claim

OASI pensions at age 64, one year prior to men’s FRA at 65. The first cohort affected is the cohort born

in 1933. Pension benefits were reduced by 6.8% for those men who decided to claim early, i.e. the early

claiming adjustment was twice as large for men than for women. Starting January 1, 2001, men could

claim old age pensions at age 63, up to two years prior to the FRA, at a penalty of 6.8% per year of early

claiming. The first cohort affected is born in 1938. In appendix We assess this element of the reform by

comparing male cohorts who were and were not affected by the reform and find no significant change in

claiming or retirement behavior.

The OASI reform did not affect rules for occupational pensions. We assess occupational pensions for

cohorts that are affected by the reform and those that are not and find no differences in the occupa-

tional pension claiming age and the occupational pension benefit level (Figure C.11 and Table C.7 in the

appendix.)

2.3 Data and Descriptive Statistics

Our empirical analysis uses Swiss Social Security data (SSSD) from two sources that are linked using

unique person-level identifiers. The first data source covers all women born between 1935 and 1948. We

observe their labor market histories, beginning in 1982 and terminating at the end of 2015. Employed

or self-employed individuals generate one record per employment spell per year that details the starting

and ending month of an employment relationship along with the total earnings over that time period,

without information on full- or part-time status. Unemployment benefit recipients also generate one record

per year that contains information on unemployment benefits and the starting and ending months of an

unemployment spell. Individual accounts also contain information on week of birth, marital status, canton

of residence, and nationality.

The second data source contains information on all OASI pension and disability claims, beginning in

1992 and terminating at the end of 2016. For both pensions, we observe the start date of the pension, its

benefit level along with the contribution years and average indexed earnings used to calculate the pension

level. The pension claims data also contains information on mortality as both disability and old age pension

claims terminate when its claimant dies. We match spouses to married women and observe information

on the spouses’ labor supply and pension claiming.

We extract a series of samples of women with labor force attachment who were just affected or not

affected by the changes implemented with the reform. Specifically, we focus on women born between 1938

and 1939, between 1941 and 1942, and between 1947 and 1948, around the sharp cutoffs generated by the

reform. We exclude women who are never employed after age 50 and those who claim a disability pension

before age 50.

Our empirical analysis focuses on the following key outcome variables. Claiming Age is the age an

individual first starts claiming a disability or old-age pension (daily precision). Retirement Age is the last
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age an individual has positive earnings (monthly precision). OASI pension is the old age pension amount

(in CHF per year). Social Security Wealth (SSW) is the expected discounted value of future benefits.

Specifically, SSW=
∑T

τ=61 β
(τ−61)sτ bτ (C)1{τ ≥ C} where C is the claiming age, bτ (C) are the annual

benefits associated with claiming at age C, 1{τ ≥ C} indicates that age τ is at least as old as the age of

claiming, T is the maximum age an individual can live to (110 years), β is the discount factor (set at 0.98),

and sτ is the probability of being alive at age τ conditional on being alive at age 61.

Table 3 reports summary statistics for the three samples we use to measure the effects of increasing the

FRA from 62 to 63 years (FRA63) and from 63 to 64 years (FRA64), and adjusting benefits to be more

than actuarially fair (MAF). Panel A provides statistics on the key outcome variables. Women leave the

labor force about two to three years before the FRA. The average claiming age is between 0.4 to 1.7 years

below the FRA. The average OASI pension is around 19,000 CHF for one year. SSW is about 19 times

larger than the annual OASI pension.

Table 3

Panel B of Table 3 shows summary statistics on key background variables. About one in five or six

women has a non-Swiss nationality. About 63% of women are married.About 30% of women in the FRA63

sample get a supplementary pension. Supplementary pensions are less frequent in the FRA64 and MAF

samples; only about 20% in the FRA64 sample and 8% in the MAF sample receive one because the 1997

reform abolished the supplemental pension for women born in 1942 or after. Average indexed earnings

(AIE) – the base for setting the benefit amount – are 50,592 CHF per year for the women affected by the

FRA increase from 62 to 63, about 2,600 CHF larger for women affected by the change in the FRA from

63 to 64 years, and about 4,300 CHF larger for women affected by the MAF change. OASI benefits replace

about 38% (=19,076/50,592 * 100) of indexed earnings in the 62 to 63 years sample, and the replacement

rate is similar for the FRA64 and MAF samples. Annual earnings at age 55 are between 14,000 and 16,000

CHF lower than average indexed earnings. The reason for this difference is twofold. First, annual earnings

look at the entire year regardless of whether a woman worked or not; periods of non-employment contribute

zero to annual earnings. Second, indexed earnings also reflect care supplements. OASI pensions replace

about 50% of annual earnings at age 55.

3 Conceptual Framework

The Swiss reform provides a unique opportunity to study how behavior responds to pension wealth

shocks. First, because the Swiss pension system allows individuals to claim a pension and work at the

same time, retiring from work and claiming benefits are two separate decisions.14 A second key advantage

is that the Swiss reform generates independent variation in the price of early claiming and the level of the

FRA, which allows us to disentangle active and passive pension claimers.

Claiming Decision. With respect to the claiming decision, there are two types of decision makers in

the population, passive and active. Passive claimers are not responsive to financial incentives and claim

14Women who claim a pension early, and continue to work until the FRA, will potentially enter a higher income tax bracket.
Appendix Table A.1 shows that the additional tax burden on OASI benefits when continuing to work has a small impact on
the actuarial fairness of the pension system. For example, claiming early under FRA63 increase SSW by CHF 6,250 (or 1.73%)
when not working and by CHF 4,680 (or 1.30%) when working.
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the OASI pension at the FRA regardless of the pension adjustment factor schedule they are faced with.15

There are a number of possible sources of passivity, including lack of information about claiming options,

avoiding hassle costs associated with deviating from the FRA, peer effects, reference-dependent preferences

with loss aversion, because early claiming is framed as a benefit loss. As section 6 discusses, we find that

reference-dependent preferences together with loss aversion is the dominant reason for passivity.

Active claimers, by contrast, time claiming to maximize lifetime discounted value of future benefits,

taking into account the pension adjustments for early and late claiming. The logic is that the timing of

claiming offers an arbitrage opportunity (Davidoff et al., 2005). Early claimers could have sold risk-free

assets and bought more retirement benefits by delaying claiming. Substituting retirement benefits for risk-

free assets yields an arbitrage-like gain if the pension adjustment exceeds the return on risk-free assets.

Such a gain improves welfare independent of the underlying utility function as long as individuals are not

liquidity constrained and do not value bequests.

In choosing the age to claim, active decision makers trade off receiving a lower benefit today and every

period in the future against no benefit today and a higher benefit for every period in the future. Sufficiently

patient or long-lived individuals would optimally delay, while impatient or short-lived individuals claim

today. We illustrate this in a slightly more formal way, as it will be useful in subsequent discussion.

Suppose an individual expects to live for T periods and decides whether to claim early at age t or delay

claiming one year to the FRA t+1. If the individual discounts the future at rate β, the lifetime discounted

value of benefits when claiming early is Vt(b) =
∑T

τ=t β
τ−tαb, where b is the value of the full pension at the

FRA and α < 1 is the pension adjustment factor. If the individual instead delays claiming one year to the

FRA, she receives Vt+1(b) =
∑T

τ=t+1 β
τ−t−1b. Maximizing pension wealth at period t means comparing

Vt(b) with the discounted value of claiming next period, βVt+1(b). Comparing the two values, we get that

the individual claims early if and only if α
∑T

τ=t β
τ−t ≥ ∑T

τ=t+1 β
τ−t or:

α ≥ 1− 1∑T
τ=t β

τ−t
. (1)

A pension system is actuarially fair if equation (1) holds with equality: the lifetime discounted value of

future benefits is the same across claiming ages. A pension system is actuarially unfair if in equation (1),

α > RHS (delaying reduces pension wealth) and actuarially more than fair if α < RHS (delaying increases

pension wealth).

Equation (1) shows that actuarial fairness depends on the life expectancy T . As T gets larger, the

RHS gets smaller and the pension system is more likely to be actuarially more than fair for a given α.

This is intuitive. The longer a person expects to live, the more costly is a penalty on benefits for every

period into the future. In the limit as T → ∞, the RHS approaches β. Hence, an individual that expects

to live forever will delay claiming if α < β and claim early if α > β.16 β is the cutoff point where an

individual is indifferent between claiming early and delaying – it is the actuarially fair adjustment for an

15Our definition of active and passive follows Chetty et al. (2014). In the context of saving for retirement, they label
individuals who make decisions optimally given preferences and constraints as active and individuals that do not as passive.
They find that the existence of passive decision makers is important for explaining observed patterns in retirement savings
behavior.

16The condition α > β is the same as saying that the return from delaying claiming is lower than the return on the risk-free
asset. We can write α = 1

1+q
where q is the return that the pension system offers for delaying claiming to t+ 1. Similarly, we

can write β = 1
1+r

where r is the return on a risk-free asset. The condition α > β implies that q < r.
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infinitely lived individual. Reducing benefits associated with claiming early by a factor of β would result in

a lifetime payoff exactly equal to receiving full benefits starting from next period. Equation (1) also shows

that actuarial fairness does not depend on the benefit level. All that matters is the relative comparison

from claiming at t versus delaying to t+ 1.

Preliminary evidence for passivity. We can characterize a break-even life expectancy T ∗(α, β) such
that equation 1 holds with equality for candidate values of α, β. Individuals who expect to die before

T ∗ should claim early if their goal is maximizing pension wealth. In Table 2, we compare rates of early

claiming in the data (first column) with simulated rates assuming pension wealth maximizing individuals.

For the simulation, we find T ∗ for a given discount factor and value of α implied by the policy and

calculate the fraction of individuals who die before T ∗, and should therefore claim early. We perform the

simulations for average life expectancies (columns 2-4) as well as for heterogenous life expectancies that

vary by AIE-quintile and marital status (columns 5-7).17

In the first row, we consider the FRA63 reform stage where α = 0.96 and early claiming means claiming

at age 62, while delaying means not claiming until 63. In the data, 22.3% claim at age 62, while pension

wealth maximization would dictate that 70.9% claim early if β = 0.98, 47.7% claim early if β = 0.99 and

35.6% claim early if β = 1. The percentages are very similar if we allow for heterogenous survival rates.

The story is similar for the FRA64 reform stage. There is thus no reasonable value of the discount factor

that can rationalize the low rates of early claiming we observe in the data. This evidence strongly rejects

a population comprised by only active decision makers; to be able to replicate the distribution of claiming

ages in the data, we would need to allow for a substantial fraction of individuals who delay to the FRA

when it is not in their financial interest to do so.

Finally, for the MAF reform stage, which changed the price of early claiming but not the FRA, we find

that the optimal early claiming percentages closely align with the data for a large enough discount factor,

as simulations now predict that most active individuals also delay to the FRA.

Table 2

Retirement Decision. A standard model of the lifetime budget constraint, as illustrated in Figure 2,

helps to illustrate how changes to the pension system might affect the retirement decision. The lifetime

income of an individual is total lifetime labor earnings Rw, where R is the retirement age and w is the

annual wage. The individual’s lifetime pension benefits are αb(T − C), where T is the age at death, C

is the claiming age, and αb is the annual pension, with α denoting the adjustment factor and b the full

pension at the FRA (for simplicity, the discount factor is set to one).

Since there is no earnings test, lifetime pension benefits do not depend on the retirement age: The

budget constraints are simply straight lines with slope w (solid lines in Figure 2). A reduction in benefits

to b′ (for example because of an increase in the FRA) and/or a reduction in the adjustment factor to α′

introduce parallel downward shifts of the budget constraint, creating an income effect that tends to delay

retirement (if leisure is a normal good). In the empirical analysis, we estimate the size of the income effect

of lifetime pension benefits on lifetime labor supply by exploiting the reform-induced variation in pension

benefits.
17We divide the sample into ten groups, defined by AIE-quintile and marital status, and then use the method described in

footnote 13 to calculate group-specific survival rates. Figure A.2 in Appendix A.1 shows the group-specific survival curves.
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In contrast, a pension system with an earnings test introduces a kink in the lifetime budget constraint

at the claiming age, by reducing the private return of work after the claiming age (dashed lines in Figure

2). A change in benefits and/or the adjustment factor shifts the budget constraint but also changes its

slope, creating an income and a substitution effect. Decomposing the retirement response into an income

and substitution effect is challenging and requires additional assumptions (Gelber et al. (2016), Fetter and

Lockwood (2018)).

One potential concern in our setting is that the FRA could terminate labor market careers, because

contracts may automatically end or because of mandatory retirement in some sectors. Appendix Table

shows the importance of different reasons for why women retire using data for Switzerland from the Survey

of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe. The most important reason for retirement by far is becoming

eligible for an OASI pension. Over 60% of women list OASI eligibility as the reason for retirement. In

contrast, layoffs and firm early retirement programs account for less than 5% of retirements. We further

explore the relevance of these demand side constraints by comparing workers in the public sector, which has

mandatory retirement at the FRA, to workers in the private sector; and self-employed to salaried workers.

Another question is how liquidity constraints change the retirement response to the reforms we study.

Since liquidity constrained individuals lack the means to finance an early labor market exit, they work

until reaching the eligibility age for a pension. Increasing the FRA, while offering early claiming, leaves

labor supply of liquidity constrained individuals unchanged, even if the price for early claiming is more

expensive than would be actuarially fair. We explore the role of liquidity constraints by contrasting women

with low and high lifetime earnings.

Figure 2

4 Main Results

In this section we present our empirical strategy for identifying the causal effect of the different stages

of the reform on claiming decisions, labor supply and pension wealth, and then present and discuss the

results.

4.1 Empirical Strategy

The 1997 OASI reform generates sharp cutoffs with respect to an individual’s birthdate. While women

born on December 31, 1938 can claim and receive full benefits at age 62, women born the next day, on

January 1, 1939, have an FRA of 63 with the option to claim early at age 62 at the price of 3.4% of benefits.

The same new rules hold for women born up to December 31, 1941, but a woman born on January 1, 1942

has an FRA of 64 and can again claim early at the price of 3.4% per year early. These rules again apply

to women born up to December 31, 1947, but a woman born on January 1, 1948 now pays 6.8% per year

of claiming early. We can thus identify three different treatment affects, one associated with each stage of

the reform, as long as the distribution of observable and unobservable characteristics is similar to the left

and right of each birthdate threshold.

We estimate regressions of the following type:

yi = α+ βDi + f0(Zi − z) +Dif1(Zi − z) + εi (2)
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where i indexes the individual. Z(i) is the birthdate of individual i and z is the cutoff date associated

with a given stage of the reform. The variable Di is the treatment indicator, which takes the value 1 if the

woman is born to the right of the cutoff and takes the value 0 otherwise:

Di =

{
1, if Zi ≥ z

0, otherwise

f0() and f1() are unknown functions, allowed to differ flexibly across the threshold, included to control

for trends in Zi. The coefficient of interest is β which measures the impact of the increase in the FRA on

the outcome variable yi.

We adopt a local linear regression approach in estimating treatment effects. We present results for a

bandwidth of 12 weeks, but we also present estimates for larger bandwidths. We probe sensitivity of our

results to adopting a linear or quadratic specification for f0(), and f1(). Our baseline results adopt a linear

specification.

Validity of the RD design requires that women cannot manipulate the assignment variable (Lee and

Lemieux, 2010). In our context, the assignment variable is the date of birth of women born just before and

after the cutoff dates. Clearly, is impossible that women or their parents manipulated the date of birth

in anticipation of the policy change. But seasonality in births or other policy changes or anticipation of

WWII could still have been driving dates of birth. We are not aware of any change in the incentive to give

birth in 1939 as opposed to 1938, for example. Appendix Figure B.4 shows that the number of women

born per weeks is smooth around the cutoff dates and Appendix Table B.2 shows that the point estimates

are insignificant locally around the cutoff.

We also carefully examine the distribution of covariates and see no evidence of a significant change in

the means of background variables around the cutoff dates (Appendix Table B.3). These checks do not

indicate concerns with the validity of the RD design.

The RD design identifies the effects of an increase in the FRA only if there is no other policy change

at the same age cutoff. The 1997 reform also introduced a new algorithm to separately calculate OASI

pensions for husbands and wives. This splitting algorithm does not affect our estimates of the effects

of increasing the FRA since it applies to all women regardless of their date of birth. The reform also

abolished the supplementary pension for women born after 1942. This aspect of the reform could confound

our estimate of an increase in the FRA from 63 to 64 years. We explore sensitivity of our results for FRA64

in a sub-sample of women that were not affected by abolishment of the supplementary pension.

4.2 Estimating Discontinuities in Key Outcomes

Figure 3 shows discontinuities in key outcomes at the cohort cutoffs and Table 4 presents the cor-

responding RD estimates. We present estimates for two different bandwidths, a “local” one (12 weeks)

and a “global” one (30 weeks), and include a linear trend on either side of the cohort cutoff. We find

qualitatively and quantitatively similar estimates when we include a quadratic trend on either side of the

cutoff (Appendix Table B.4.)

Figure 3

Figures 3(a)-(c) show the effect of the reform on the claiming age. We observe sharp and large increases
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in the claiming age at the cohort cutoff for FRA63 and FRA64 and a sharp, but smaller increase in the

claiming age for MAF. Panel A of Table 4 documents the RD estimates for the claiming age. The FRA63

and FRA64 stages of the reform increase the age of claiming by 7-8 months. The MAF stage of the reform

has a much more modest effect on claiming age, increasing it by just over 4 months. The estimates depend

only slightly on the bandwidth.

Appendix Figure shows the claiming hazards before and after each reform step, providing evidence on

how the changes in the average claiming age came about. We find that the hazard probability peaks at close

to one at a cohort’s FRA, so women almost perfectly comply with the full retirement age. The claiming

hazard moves in lockstep with an increase in the FRA. Few women take advantage of early claiming,

the early claiming hazard is about 20% for FRA63 and FRA64, even though claiming before the FRA

maximizes pension wealth. For the MAF reform we again find that the claiming hazard is close to one at

the FRA, but the early claiming hazard after the reform step is about half of the early claiming hazard

before the reform step, suggesting that the increased penalties for early claiming were effective.

Recall that the reform abolished supplementary pensions for couples with a retired husband, and a

non-retired wife older than 55 years and born after 1942. Supplementary pensions were abolished at the

same time as the FRA was increased from 63 to 64 for wives whose husbands were older. We assess

sensitivity of our results for FRA64 by considering single women, or women living with a husband who is

at most two years older. Indeed, supplementary pensions are much less frequent among women born 1942

or later, compared to women born at the end of 1941, but single women and age balanced couples were not

affected by the reform, since these couples had no access to a supplementary pension (Appendix Figure

B.5). Results for this sample (second row of Panel A) are virtually identical to main results. Abolishing

the supplementary pension does not appear to affect labor supply and claiming decisions.

As the claiming estimates may be driven in part by the additional tax levied on women who work

and claim a pension, we restrict the sample to include only women who have left the labor market before

reaching the age of early retirement and find that the effects are not statistically different from the full

sample (third row of Panel A). The interaction of retirement and claiming through the tax system appears

to be negligible.

Figures 3(d)-(f) show the effect of each stage of the reform on social security wealth. We observe large

drops in social security wealth at the cohort cutoff for FRA63 and FRA64 and only a small drop for MAF.

Consistent with these patterns, Panel B of Table 4 shows that FRA63 decreases social security wealth by

about 18,500-21,000 CHF, but has no effect on annual OASI benefits. FRA64 decreases not only social

security wealth, but also the size of annual pension benefits, while MAF decreases pension wealth by about

one sixth of the amount in FRA63 and FRA64. These findings are also consistent with Panel B of Figure

3, where

Figures 3(g)-(i) show how the retirement age changes at the cohort cutoffs. There is a clear increase in

the retirement age at the cohort cutoff for FRA63 and FRA64 but no visible discontinuity at the cohort

cutoff for MAF. Panel C of Table 4 shows that the retirement age increases by 5-8 months at the cohort

cutoff for FRA63 and FRA64, but the MAF stage of the reform has no effect on the retirement age. The

estimates depend only slightly on the bandwidth and are robust when we restrict the sample to single

women and age balanced couples.

Appendix Figure decomposes the retirement age effect by showing the retirement hazards before and
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after each reform step. We find that the retirement hazard peaks at about 0.8 at a cohort’s FRA. This

peak moves in lockstep with the FRA increases, expanding labor supply around the pre- and post-reform

FRA. The retirement hazard is unchanged with the doubling of the price for early claiming. Most women

already postpone retirement to the FRA, leaving little room for MAF to increase labor supply around the

early claiming ages.

Table 4

4.3 Robustness and Heterogeneity

We explore estimates with larger and smaller bandwidths to assess the sensitivity of our results to

bandwidth choice. Our estimates are robust to these alternative specifications. Figure 4 reports estimates

of the effects on labor market exit, and claiming age, varying bandwidth between 4 and 38 weeks. Effects

are broadly robust to varying the bandwidth. We also compare Placebo and real RD estimates (Figure 5).

Reform effects are orders of magnitude larger than effects of Placebo reforms.

Figure 4

Figure 5

We also assess to what extent spouses react to their partner’s wealth shock (Figure C.5 and Table C.5

in the appendix.) Partners do not work longer to help accommodate the pension wealth shock, nor do they

adapt pension claiming in response to the FRA increases.18

We also explore heterogeneity of the reform effects by health, self-employment, sector, and prior earn-

ings. Figure 6 displays the effects of the reform steps, FRA63, FRA64, and MAF, and for claiming (a) and

retirement (b). We proxy for poor health by whether a woman dies in the period we observe, before the

end of 2013, and for good health with whether she is still alive. Women in poor health delay claiming by

about 2 months less than women in good health, but the difference is very imprecisely measured. Women

in poor health delay retirement by about as much as healthy women in the FRA63, and somewhat in the

FRA64.

Self-employed women and salaried women inform on the role of firms and employers (Figure 6). Claim-

ing responses by the self-employed and salaried are very similar in terms of magnitude suggesting that

claiming results are unlikely to be driven by labor demand considerations. The self-employed delay labor

market exit very strongly, by somewhat more than 1 year, in FRA63 whereas the salaried delay retirement

by less, about 7 months, but this difference is imprecisely measured. Also, in FRA64 the responses by

self-employed and salaried women are very similar. Firms and other labor demand considerations do not

appear to be driving results.

Figure 6

We contrast women employed in the public sector and the private sector (Figure 6). The public sector

has mandatory retirement at the FRA while the private sector is covered by collective agreements. Sector

18Cribb et al. (2016) show that increasing the U.K. state pension age for wives by one year increases their husband’s
employment rate by 4-5 percentage points, a result we do not find for the Swiss reform, perhaps because wealth shocks were
smaller for Swiss women, compared to U.K. women.
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is not important for the claiming response. Regardless of the sector of an employer, women delay claiming

by about 7-8 months. Public sector employees delay retirement more strongly for FRA63, but much less

strongly for FRA64, than private sector employees. This evidence suggests that, perhaps, the timing of

the increase in the work life was somewhat different between the public and the private sectors, but its

overall impact appears relatively similar.

We assess whether women’s responses differ by average indexed earnings (AIE) (Figure 6). AIE do not

matter for claiming responses, women with low AIE and women with high AIE delay claiming of pension

benefits by about the same amount. Low AIE women delay labor market exit more strongly in FRA64

than high AIE women, but the difference is not precisely estimated, and the effects of FRA63 on retirement

are very similar for low and high AIE women.

Claiming responses differ somewhat with respect to health, but not much by self-employment, sector, or

earnings. Retirement responses differ somewhat by health, self-employment, sector, and earnings, but the

differences are not systematic across FRA63, and FRA64 (MAF does not trigger a retirement response).

4.4 Lifetime Marginal Propensities to Earn

Pension reforms generate shocks to lifetime pension wealth, which in turn cause labor market responses

that can have important implications for lifetime employment earnings. While understanding the conse-

quences of pension reform for lifetime earnings is clearly a first-order policy issue, it is difficult to quantify

the effect in most cases, because labor market exit and benefits claiming are institutionally tied together.

This limits the ability of individuals to respond to negative pension wealth shocks by, for example, working

longer and earning more labor income. The Swiss system, however, where retirement and claiming are not

linked institutionally, provides us with a unique opportunity to estimate the effect of pension wealth shocks

on lifetime earnings. Our lifetime earnings measure is the sum of earnings after payroll taxes between ages

62 and the last age of observation (age 77 for FRA63, age 74 for FRA64, and age 68 for MAF.)19 Our

measure of pension wealth is the sum of old age pensions. We discount future earnings and old age pen-

sions using a discount factor of 0.98 and mortality rates that vary by income and martial status. Lifetime

earnings and pension wealth are winsorized at the 1th and 99th percentile.

Table 5 shows RD-estimates of lifetime marginal propensities to earn out of unearned income. We obtain

these estimates by dividing the change in lifetime earnings at the cohort cutoff by the corresponding change

in pension wealth (both estimated using the RD). For the full sample, we find that women who are affected

by the FRA63 increase lifetime earnings by 57 cents for a 1 Swiss Franc drop in pension wealth. The

estimate is smaller for FRA64 (39 cents), but we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the two estimates

are equal (see Figure C.12 in the appendix). For the MAF stage, we find an increase in lifetime earnings

of 34 cents per one Swiss Franc drop in pension wealth, but the estimate is less precise, because the MAF

stage of the reform barley changes pension wealth (Table 4). We also explore whether the effects of wealth

on lifetime earnings are heterogeneous by citizenship, marital status, self employment, sector, and prior

earnings. Table 5 shows little evidence for heterogenous effects across these subgroups of the population.

Figure C.12 in the appendix shows that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the estimates are equal

among subgroups within a reform step as well as across reform steps.

19The estimates are similar if we censor lifetime earnings at age 68 for all reform steps, since few women work beyond this
age.
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Our estimates of the marginal propensities to earn are substantially larger than the estimates in Imbens

et al. (2001) and Cesarini et al. (2017) who study lottery players. They find marginal propensities to earn

of around -0.1 and, similar to us, limited heterogeneity across demographic subgroups. Our estimates are

similar to Gelber et al. (2016) who study a population comparable to ours. They study a U.S. policy that

cut lifetime OASI benefits by $6,100, about three to four times less than in our setting, and find that a $1

increase in OASI benefits reduces earnings among the elderly by 46 to 61 cents.

Table 5

5 Quantifying Passive Claiming

The RD evidence points to a large fraction of individuals making decisions that do not maximize pension

wealth. In the context of saving for retirement, Chetty et al. (2014) find that the existence of passive

decision makers is important for explaining observed patterns in retirement savings behavior.20 Because

interior optima with respect to a continuous choice variable (retirement savings, portfolio allocation) should

move in response to a price change, they are able to conclude that the non-responders to these policy reforms

are passive.

In our setting, passivity would mean claiming benefits at the reference age—the FRA—regardless of the

financial incentives associated with claiming earlier. The large increase in claiming age in response to the

increase in the FRA when financial incentives would dictate that optimizing individuals should not delay,

suggests that passive individuals might comprise an important fraction of the population in our setting

as well. However, because benefit claiming is a discrete choice, we cannot take the approach of Chetty

et al. (2014) and label non responders to a change in incentives as passive. To see why, consider the MAF

stage of the reform, where the government increased the price of early claiming while holding the FRA

fixed at 64. Individuals who change the age they claim in response are surely active decision makers, but

individuals who do not may be passive or they may be active and found it optimal to claim at 64 under

both incentive regimes given their life expectancy and the rate at which they discount the future.

In this section, we quantify the fraction of passive individuals in the population using two alternative

but complementary approaches. First, we exploit the variation in incentives generated by the policy reform

to identify bounds on the fraction of the population that is passive.21 This approach is attractive because it

relies only on the identification of the fraction of compliers with each stage of the reform–those who claim

at the FRA in response to the reform but would not otherwise, and thus relies on minimal assumptions.

Second, we show that if we are willing to make a behavioral assumption about active decision makers,

that they maximize lifetime discounted pension wealth, then the fraction of passive decision makers π is in

fact point-identified. We then estimate π using a dynamic discrete choice model of benefits claiming with

a finite mixture of types, where π is the mixing probability over the two types of individual. Our point

estimate of π lies inside our estimated bounds so that we cannot reject that the simple two type model

20Chetty et al. (2014) study responses to two types of reform to the Danish pension system. In the first, they find that 85%
of individuals do not reduce retirement savings in response to an increase in compensation through higher employer provided
automatic contribution. In the second, they find that 81% of individuals do not reallocate voluntary contributions from capital
pension accounts to annuity pension accounts when the relative price of contributing to the former increases.

21Kline and Tartari (2016) adopt a bounding approach to recover labor supply strategies in a welfare program setting, an
approach that inspired our analysis.
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generates the data that we observe. We finally show that the simple two type model provides an excellent

fit of the data, as it nearly perfectly replicates the empirical hazard function.

5.1 Bounds on Passive Claiming

The 1997 reform can be seen as having induced three different experiments. Individuals born in

the neighborhood of Jan 1, 1939 are assigned to the first experiment, FRA63, individuals born in the

neighborhood of Jan 1, 1942 are assigned to the second experiment, FRA64, and individuals born in the

neighborhood of Jan 1, 1948 are assigned to the third experiment, MAF. Index experiments by q, and

as above, denote individual i’s birthdate by Zq
i where we now use the superscript q to make explicit the

experiment that individual i is assigned to. Denote the birthdate cutoff associated with experiment q by

zq. Also, as above the variable Di indicates whether individual i falls to the left or right of the cutoff in

the experiment she is assigned to. Formally:

Di =

{
1, if Zq

i ≥ zq

0, otherwise

Finally, let Fi ∈ {0, 1} indicate that individual i delays claiming to the FRA associated with the

experiment she has been assigned to. That is, delay in experiment FRA63 means claiming at or after 63,

while delay in experiments FRA64 and MAF means claiming at or after 64. Compliance with experiment

q means delaying if and only if Zq
i ≥ zq.

In our setting, compliance is informative about passivity, as Table 6 shows. For example, individuals

that are compliant with the FRA63 experiment delay claiming to age 63 if and only if they have D = 1.

All passive individuals in this experiment behave this way, as they switch their claiming age with the FRA.

But some active individuals also behave this way. Active individuals choose when to claim optimally as

a function of their preferences and constraints. This could mean that they delay when faced with the

incentives of FRA63 and claim early otherwise, in which case they are compliant. This would be the case

if, for example, the individual has a long-life expectancy, so that even a small penalty for early claiming

induces delay for an active decision maker. Or it may mean they find it optimal to delay claiming for

either set of incentives, or they always find it optimal to claim early, either of which would make them

non-compliant. By contrast, a complier in the MAF experiment cannot be passive, because the FRA does

not change, and passive individuals do not respond in such a case.

The first and second columns have similar composition in each group (row), because both experiments

raise the FRA with a change in price for early claiming. The third column is different, because it does not

shift the FRA. We now show how we can exploit rates of compliance across the three stages of the reform,

which are directly observable from the data, to identify bounds around the fraction of the population that

is passive (denoted as π). A key assumption of our approach is that the share of passive decision makers

does not change across the three reform steps.

Table 6

Upper Bound. The upper bound on the fraction of passives is simple to obtain given experiments

FRA63 and FRA64. Let C and N denote the events “i is compliant” and “i is non-compliant” respectively.
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For experiments q ∈ {FRA63, FRA64}, we have:

Probq(Passive) = Probq(Passive|C)Probq(C) + Probq(Passive|N )Probq(N )

= Probq(Passive|C)Probq(C)
≤ Probq(C)

where the first equality is by the law of total probability and the second is because there are no pas-

sive non-compliers to either FRA63 or FRA64. Note as well that for the MAF reform we have that

ProbMAF (Passive|C) = 0 so that:

ProbMAF (Passive) = ProbMAF (Passive|N )ProbMAF (N )

≤ ProbMAF (N )

At the cutoff of the reform, individuals are randomly assigned to experiments with respect to their

rationality so that Pq(passive) = P (passive) for any q, and we have the upper bound:

π ≤ min{Prob63(C), P rob64(C), P robMAF (N )} (3)

Prob63(C), P rob64(C) and ProbMAF (N ) are identified under the assumption that individuals are ran-

domly assigned around the cutoffs associated with the reform. Since their assignment is a function of their

birthdate alone, this assumption is satisfied. The objects Prob63(C), P rob64(C) and ProbMAF (N ) are only

bounds on the set of passives because there are potentially some actives in these groups.

Lower Bound. We are able to identify an upper bound on π because all passives are either compliers or

non-compliers at each stage of the reform. However, there is no stage of the reform where all actives are

either compliers or non-compliers, so we need to make one further assumption to identify a lower bound.

Assumption A1:

ProbMAF (active, C) ≥ Prob64(active, C) (4)

Consider what it means to be an active complier in experiment FRA64. Delayed claiming in this

experiment is not actuarially fair for the average individual—maximizing lifetime discounted expected

benefits would dictate claiming early. As such, we should expect a small number of active compliers.

Experiment MAF makes delayed claiming more than actuarially fair relative to early claiming for the

average individual. We should then expect the group of active compliers in experiment MAF to be larger

than in experiment FRA64.

This intuition is supported by Table 2. Each simulation entry here represents the probability of delaying

to the FRA given that the individual is active. For simplicity, consider the third column where β = 1 and

there is no heterogeneity in survival rates. In the FRA64 cohort, 39.4% of individuals optimally claim early,

meaning that 60.6% optimally delay to the FRA, or that Prob64(C|active) = 0.606. Similarly, the next

row down tells us that ProbMAF (C|active) = 0.875, which implies ProbMAF (C|active) ≥ Prob64(C|active).
This is close to, but not quite, Assumption A1. However, note that Prob64(C|active)Prob64(active) =
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Prob64(C, active) and ProbMAF (C|active)ProbMAF (active) = ProbMAF (C, active). Moreover, random

assignment in our experimental design implies that Prob64(active) = ProbMAF (active), so that:

ProbMAF (C|active) ≥ Prob64(C|active) ⇔ ProbMAF (C, active) ≥ Prob64(C, active) (5)

In other words, the simulations in Table 2 support Assumption A1. Notice that the same patterns hold

in each column, and is thus independent of the discount factor as well as whether we allow for heterogeneous

mortality or not.

With this assumption in hand, we begin as we did in the case of the lower bound, but now consider

experiment FRA64 specifically. The fraction of the population that is active satisfies:

Prob64(Active) = Prob64(Active|C)Prob64(C) + Prob64(Active|N )Prob64(N )

= Prob64(Active, C) + Prob64(N )

≤ ProbMAF (Active, C) + Prob64(N )

= ProbMAF (Active|C)ProbMAF (C) + Prob64(N )

= ProbMAF (C) + Prob64(N )

The first line is by the Law of Total Probability, the second line is because all non-compliers in experi-

ment FRA64 are active decision makers, the third line is by Assumption A1, the fourth line is by definition

and the final line is because all compliers in the MAF stage are active decision makers. This gives an

upper bound on the fraction on actives, so that the complement of this probability is a lower bound on

the fraction of passives. Our two-sided bounds are:

1− ProbMAF (C)− Prob64(N ) ≤ π ≤ min{Prob63(C), P rob64(C), P robMAF (N )}

Estimates. To estimate bounds on π, we need estimates of the 4 probabilities

{P63(C), P64(C), PMAF (C), P64(N )}. They are non-parametrically identified with no further assump-

tion. For example, Pq(C) = Eq[Di|Ti = 1] − Eq[Di|Ti = 0], meaning we can consistently estimate Pq(C)
using sample counterparts.

Alternatively, we can estimate these probabilities using the following regression:

Fi = α0 + α1Di + f0(Zi − zi(q)) +Dif1(Zi − zi(q)) + εi (6)

The sample estimators (evaluated at Zi − zi(q) = 0) are then given by P̂q(C) = α̂1, and P̂q(N ) = 1− α̂1.

Table 7 presents estimates of the component objects required to construct the bounds derived above,

as well as the bounds themselves. We estimate that π ∈ [0.465, 0.686], so that between 46.5% and 68.6%

of the population passively claims at the FRA. Bounds on the proportion passive decision makers in our

setting are somewhat, but not much, lower than in the 80% in retirement savings setting of Chetty et al.

(2014). Observe that ˆProb63(C) ≤ ˆProbMAF (N ) and ˆProb64(C) ≤ ProbMAF (N ). The stages FRA63 and

FRA64 made delayed claiming less attractive for the average woman, so we expect relatively few active

compliers in these stages. Further note that ˆProb64(C) ≤ ˆProb63(C). By increasing the Full Retirement

Age to 64, the FRA64 stage introduced two ages of early claiming, age 62 and 63. An active individual who
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found it optimal to claim at 63 in the FRA63 experiment cannot be distinguished from a passive individual,

however an active individual that found it optimal to claim at age 63 in the FRA64 experiment can be

distinguished from a passive individual because 63 is an active claiming age in the FRA64 experiment. So

it is not surprising that ˆProb64(C) = min{ ˆProb63(C), ˆProb64(C), ˆProbMAF (N )}.

Table 7

5.2 Structural Model with Passive Decision Makers

The bounds on π derived above rely on minimal assumptions. In particular, we made no assumption

about the objective function of active decision makers. We now show that with an assumption about the

behavior of active decision makers - that they choose their claiming age to maximize discounted expected

pension wealth - the fraction of passive decision makers π is in fact point-identified. Conditional on making

an assumption about active decision makers’ objectives, this is perhaps the weakest assumption we could

make, as a large class of utility functions would imply the same decision rule as the one that maximizes

lifetime pension wealth.22

We then estimate π using a dynamic discrete choice model of benefits claiming with a finite mixture of

types, where π is the mixing probability over the two types of individual.

Point Identification of π Let the observed claiming age of individual i be given by ai and the individ-

ual’s full retirement age be given by FRAi. Let 1πi indicate that individual i is a passive decision maker.

Lastly, let a∗i represent the claiming age that would maximize individual i’s discounted expected pension

wealth. Then the following holds for any individual i:

1
{
ai = FRAi

}
= 1πi + (1− 1πi )1

{
a∗i = FRAi

}
(7)

In words, observing that an individual claimed at her FRA can be explained by either the individual being

passive, or by the FRA being the age that maximizes pension wealth. Under the assumption that a∗i is

independent of 1πi (the claiming age that would maximize pension wealth is independent of passivity),

taking expectations of both sides of equation 7 gives:

PFRA = π + (1− π)P ∗
FRA (8)

where PFRA is the probability of claiming at the FRA and P ∗
FRA is the probability that claiming at the

FRA maximizes the agent’s lifetime pension wealth. Re-arranging:

π =
PFRA − P ∗

FRA

1− P ∗
FRA

(9)

Since PFRA ≤ 1 and PFRA ≥ P ∗
FRA,

23 we have that 0 ≤ π ≤ 1. Moreover, the quantity PFRA is identified

from the raw data under random sampling and P ∗
FRA is identified once we make the assumption that

22In particular, since claiming and retirement are formally untied in our setting, individuals without a bequest motive or
liquidity constraints who maximize consumption would follow the same decision rule.

23Because if a∗
i = FRAi so that the claiming age of individual i that maximizes lifetime pension wealth is equal to the

FRA, then the claiming age of individual i is certainly the FRA of individual i, ai = FRAi.
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individuals maximize expected pension wealth, because we observe all determinants of pension wealth, and

given mortality estimates and an assumption on discounting, we can calculate the expected discounted

pension wealth associated with each possible claiming age. So, the right-hand side of 9 is a probability and

is observable, and π is identified.

Estimation of π To calculate P ∗
FRA and then estimate π, we posit a simple dynamic binary choice model

of benefits claiming. Let bt(c,m) represent the annual benefit payment to an individual who belongs to

cohort c and has average indexed annual earnings (AIE) of m if she claims at age t. The variables c,m

and the claiming age t fully determine the stream of lifetime benefits.

Denote the decision of individual i to claim at t by dit. Then the flow payoff to claiming (dit = 1) is:

uit(1, c,m) = bt(c,m) + εit(1) (10)

while the flow payoff to not claiming at t is:

uit(0, c,m) = εit(0) (11)

where εit(d) is a choice-specific shock, observable to the agent but not to the econometrician, indepen-

dent and identically distributed over i and t. εit can be interpreted to be a shock to the cost/benefit of

claiming that is idiosyncratic across individuals, and could include, for example, optimization error.

Claiming is irreversible, and individuals who don’t claim retain the option value to claim in the future.

Individuals take into account that they have survival rate sit, which depends on individual-level observables

x, sit = st(x). Then the choice specific values associated with each choice are:

vt(1,x) = bt(c,m) +

T−t∑
τ=1

βτsτ (x)bτ (c,m) (12)

vt(0,x) = βst(x)EVt+1(x) (13)

where β is the discount factor and EVt(x) is the expected value of having the option to claim at age t,

given the incentives associated with delaying to that point and anticipated future mortality.

It is standard in the dynamic discrete choice literature to assume εit(d) is type 1 extreme value dis-

tributed for each d ∈ {0, 1}, as this yields a closed form expression for the choice probabilities:

Pt(x) =
exp{vt(1,x)}

exp{vt(1,x)}+ exp{vt(0,x)} (14)

Note as well, given the vector of probabilities P(x) over the possible claiming ages t = t, ..., t we can

calculate the probability P ∗
f (x) as:

P ∗
FRA(x) =

FRA−1∏
t=t

(1− Pt(x))PFRA(x) (15)

which then yields identification in equation 7 above.
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The dynamic binary choice model presented here implies a simple finite mixture likelihood model, where

the type probabilities are π and (1− π). In the Appendix section D we describe in detail how we estimate

π using an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. We estimate π to be 0.673 (significant at the 1%

level24), which falls just inside the estimated upper bound of 0.686.

Comparing Empirical and Simulated Claiming Hazards. We use the estimated π to simulate

claiming behavior. Figures 7 a)-c) display the empirical hazards (in blue) against model-simulated hazards

(in red) when we fix π = 0 (no passives), while figures 7 d)-f) display empirical hazards against model-

simulated hazards when π = 0.673 as we estimated. Clearly the model with no passives does a poor job of

replicating the data. When π = 0, under FRA63 and FRA64, the average individual should claim before

the FRA - in panel (a) the model predicted hazard is almost 0.6 at the ERA of 62, while in panel (b) the

model predicted hazard is about 0.6 at the first ERA of 62 and bigger than 0.6 at the second ERA of 63.

Yet in the data the empirical hazard at the ERA’s is about 0.2. Moreover, the model cannot replicate the

defining feature of the empirical hazards, the spike at the FRA. In panel (c) the story is similar except

that the model predicts the hazard should increase significantly at the FRA. This is not surprising given

the financial incentives associated with MAF, which strongly discourage early claiming.

Figure 7

By contrast, when we set π = 0.673, the model does a good job of predicting spikes in the claiming

hazards at exactly the right points. In panel (d) both the empirical and model hazards are about 0.2 at

the ERA of 62, and spike at the FRA of 63 and then drop down again afterwards. In panel (e) both

hazards lie below 0.2 at the ERAs of 62 and 63 and then spike at the FRA of age 64, again dropping

down afterwards. Finally, in panel (f), although the model slightly overpredicts early claiming and under

predicts late claiming, it predicts a shape that is very similar to what is observed in the data.

6 Sources of Passivity and Policy Implications

Our results so far indicate that passive decision makers are a substantial fraction of the population, and

policymakers should take this into account when setting social security policy. However, nothing in our

results so far tell us why individuals are passive. Without knowing the source of passivity, the appropriate

policy will remain elusive.

In this section, we examine the sources of passivity using an original survey and then study the policy

implications of pension reforms with passive individuals.

6.1 Original Survey to Study Passivity

Spikes in benefits claiming at the FRA have been observed in several countries (Mastrobuoni, 2009;

Cribb et al., 2016; Seibold, 2019). Some of the existing explanations for the spikes can be ruled out in the

Swiss case, for example the availability of health insurance (Rust and Phelan, 1997) or a sharp nonlinearity

24To obtain standard errors for our estimates of π and σε, we perform one iteration in the full likelihood Rust (1994).
Not surprisingly, given the size of the model estimation sample (274875 individuals) and the parsimonious specification of the
model, the estimates are precisely estimated - the standard error estimates are 0.0010 for π and 0.0012 for σε, so that our
estimates are significant at the 1% level.
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in financial incentives induced by earnings tests or employer pension plans (Mastrobuoni, 2009). However,

several other leading explanations cannot be ruled out a priori in our setting, including lack of information

about claiming options (Liebman and Luttmer, 2015), peer effects (Brown and Laschever, 2012), and

perceiving the FRA as a reference point coupled with loss aversion, because early claiming involves a

penalty (Behaghel and Blau, 2012; Seibold, 2019). Default behavior ((Chetty et al., 2014), (Madrian and

Shea, 2001)) – avoiding the costs associated with deviating from a default choice – is also a possibility,

as claiming before the FRA requires filing paperwork and delaying claiming requires filing additional

paperwork.

To sort through the long list of possibilities, we fielded an original survey as part of the LINK Internet

Panel, a representative internet panel of the Swiss population with 115,000 respondents. The survey was

sent to 5,000 women aged 60 to 65; 2,916 women opened the survey and 1,223 women completed it, resulting

in a response rate of 25%.25 We also asked women at what age they claimed their OASI pension, or at

what age they plan to claim it in case they have not claimed it already. All women in the survey were

born after January 1, 1948, and thus face the same incentives as the women in the MAF cohort of our

study. Appendix Figure E.14 shows the claiming age distribution resembles closely the one observed in the

administrative data: about 85% of women claim (or plan to claim) at the MAF FRA of age 64 and few

claim early or delay claiming.

Using a field experiment to randomly provide information about important aspects of Social Security,

Liebman and Luttmer (2015) show that simply sending an informational brochure and an invitation to a

web-tutorial can significantly affect the retirement decisions of older workers. In our setting, it could be

that older workers end up claiming benefits at the FRA because they are not fully informed about the

possible options. We approached this possibility in two ways. First, we allowed respondents to say “I

didn’t know I could start my OASI pension at another age” in response to a list of possible reasons why

they claimed at the age they did (the other possible reasons are studied below). Second, we asked women

how they gathered information to make their claiming decision. Here, respondents had to chose at least

one and up to three of the following options: sought advice from a financial advisor, sought advice from an

employee at the OASI office, sought advice from friends or family, searched online or attended a workshop

(for example at the workplace), thought about it themselves, or did not think about it.

In Figure 8(a) we see that a relatively small fraction (< 20%) of women responded that they “did not

think” about the claiming decision beforehand. Importantly, the proportion of women who claimed at

or after the FRA that say they did not think about it is significantly larger than the set of women who

claimed early and said they did not think about it. This points to rational inattention as a potential partial

explanation for the passivity displayed by some women in the claiming decision, but it cannot be a major

explanation.

The vast majority of women do gather information; about 25-30% of women selected each of these

options, independent of the claiming age. Early claimers, late claimers and women who claimed at the

FRA were all (roughly) equally likely to get their information from a financial advisor, from family and

friends and online or at a workshop. A very small fraction (< 10%) thought through it themselves. The

one information source that systematically differed between women who claim at the FRA and women who

25Appendix Table E.8 shows that women from the French-speaking region and women with missing or low wealth were less
likely to complete the survey, while women renting a house, women with high education, and older women were more likely
to complete the survey.
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don’t is the OASI office: Women who claim before the FRA, compared to women who claim at the FRA,

are significantly more likely to seek advice from the OASI office.

As we see in figure 8(b), a relatively small fraction (< 20%) of women say they simply didn’t know

that there was another option besides the one they chose. Perhaps more importantly, there is no statistical

difference between the fraction of women who claimed at the FRA from those who either claimed early or

late. So, a lack of knowledge about claiming age options cannot drive the spike in claiming at the FRA

that we observe.

In sum, the takeaway so far is that a lack of information or knowledge about options cannot explain the

spike in claiming at the FRA. Few women claim that they didn’t know about the possibility of claiming

at an age other than the one they did or intend to, and there is no difference between those who claimed

at the FRA and those who didn’t. The vast majority of women spend time gathering information and

thinking about the decision, and for the most part the source of information doesn’t vary significantly as

a function of claiming age.

We then explore alternative sources of passivity. Adjustment costs associated with opting out of a

default have been identified as important for explaining passive decision making (Madrian and Shea, 2001)

in saving for retirement.26 The FRA is the default claiming age in the sense that individuals must file

paperwork ahead of time when claiming before the FRA or file additional paperwork when claiming after the

FRA. We asked women whether “the process to start my OASI pension at another age is too burdensome”

was an important reason that they claimed at the age they did. Again, looking at the column labelled

Hassle in Figure 8(b) we see that about 20% said this was an important consideration, but there is no

difference between FRA claimers and other claimers. Adjustment costs do not explain the spike either.

The remaining reasons offered, “I wanted to start my OASI pension at the same age I retire”

(Claim/Retire Together in Figure 8b), “My family and friends started their OASI pension at the same

age” (Family/Friends in Figure 8b), “I wanted to avoid getting a reduced OASI pension” (Avoid Penalty

in Figure 8b), and it seems natural to start my OASI pension at that age (Reference Point in Figure 8b)

were all listed as important by more than half the women who answered this question.27 They also were

substantially more important for women who delayed claiming than for women who claimed before the

FRA. We discuss each in turn.

Claim/Retire Together : Although retirement and benefits claiming are institutionally untied in

Switzerland, individuals appear to still view the decisions as linked. There are multiple reasons this

could be the case. Liquidity constraints might dictate that individuals cannot delay claiming past their

retirement age. Also, as we noted above, the increase in the FRA represents a negative shock to lifetime

wealth for an individual, and one response is to work longer. Thus, a person who intended to claim after

retirement might shift their retirement age later to compensate for the wealth shock, reducing the distance

between retirement and claiming ages.

26While (Chetty et al., 2014) do not take a stand on the source of passivity in their setting, the hassle associated with
deviating from the status quo is a primary candidate explanation.

27The exact wording of the question is “you will now see different reasons why some people started collecting the OASI
pension at age X (where X would be the person’s claiming age). Please indicate whether, for your claiming decision, this
reason was important or not important.” For women who have not claimed yet, we replaced the verbs in past tense with verbs
in present tense.
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Family/Friends: Brown and Laschever (2012) exploit reforms that differentially impacted financial

incentives for teacher retirement within and across schools to study whether peer effects matter in the

decision of when to retire. They find that a teacher’s own likelihood of retirement is significantly affected

by the retirement of other teachers at the same school in the previous year. Similarly, we find that the

decisions of an individual’s family and friends (presumably including co-workers) are influential, though

not quite to the same degree as the other three significant factors.

We do note however that the decisions of family and friends themselves may be affected by the other

factors given here and then transmitted through peer effects, meaning we underestimate the overall impact

of other factors.

Avoid Penalty and Reference Point : Behaghel and Blau (2012) and Seibold (2019) posit that refer-

ence dependence with loss aversion is important for explaining spikes in retirement decisions. In Switzer-

land, the FRA is called Normales Pensionsalter, or, “normal pension age,” and the benefits associated

with claiming early are framed as a loss relative to the “full benefits” one would receive by claiming at the

FRA.28 These reasons were both most important factors cited in our survey, and also represent the reasons

that had the biggest gap in affirmative response between FRA (or later) claimers and early claimers. More

than 80% of women who claim at the FRA say that “avoiding the penalty” and ‘claiming at the FRA seems

natural” are important determinants for their claiming decision. Women who delay claiming may also do

so because of loss aversion. Indeed, we find that avoiding the penalty is equally important for women who

claim after the FRA as for women who claim early. In contrast, “claiming at the FRA seems natural” is

less important for women who claim after instead of at the FRA, consistent with only the FRA being a

reference point. For women who claim early neither loss aversion nor the reference point should matter

and as such we see that these two reasons are significantly less important than for women who claim at or

after the FRA.

Figure 8

In sum, a lack of information and knowledge about the options is not an important reason for spikes

in claiming ages. The most important reason is that individual preferences exhibit reference dependence

with an aversion to losses associated with early claim penalties. This has important implications for how

the government frames the schedule of pension adjustment factors. Moreover, policy makers would not

help reduce passivity by providing more information to individuals.

6.2 Policy Implications

The total effect of pension reforms on social security wealth has two components. First, there is

a direct mechanical component because, holding fixed the claiming age, individuals simply have lower

benefits. Consider the FRA63 stage of the reform, for example. An individual in the FRA63 cohort who

claims at 62 takes a 3.4% cut in benefits relative to an individual who is in the FRA62 cohort and claims

at 62. Similarly, an individual in the FRA63 cohort who claims at 63 does not receive the 5.2% gain that

an individual in the FRA62 cohort does, and so on. Individuals are able to adjust their claiming age to

28An alternative would be to label the benefits associated with early claiming as “full benefits” and the benefits associated
with claiming at the FRA as a gain or reward.
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at least partly compensate for these mechanical wealth shocks. The individual who would have claimed at

62 under FRA62 may no longer do so to avoid the 3.4% cut in benefits (although such a response would

in fact exacerbate the negative impact of the reform on SSW, given the actuarial unfairness of this stage

of the reform). These adjustments in the claiming are the behavioral component of the total effect.

In Table 8, we study the mechanical and behavioral implications of the reform for women’s lifetime

income (the discounted sum of OASI pensions, earnings, and UI benefits) and on government’s fiscal costs

(the discounted sum of spending on OASI pensions and UI benefits minus payroll tax revenue). We use

a discount factor of 0.98 and survival rates that vary by income and marital status. To separate out the

behavioral and mechanical effects on SSW, we do the following exercise. For individuals in a control cohort,

we apply to the observed claiming ages the pension adjustment factors associated with the treatment cohort

and calculate the resulting hypothetical SSW. The difference between the actual SSW for individuals in

the treatment cohort and the hypothetical SSW in the control cohort represents the behavioral effect;

pension adjustment factors are the same for both cohorts and the calculated difference is a consequence

purely of changes in behavior. To calculate the mechanical effect, we then subtract from the total effect

the calculated behavioral effect.

The behavioral component of the effect of the reform on SSW reveals how much money women leave

on average on the table by being passive. Since the reform reduces benefits at all claiming ages (except

for MAF cohorts who claim after age 63), the total SSW change will be negative—there is no way for

individuals to adjust behavior in a way that increases total SSW. Panel A of Table 8 shows that the total

SSW declines by 24,228 CHF and 27,632 CHF for FRA63 and FRA64 cohorts and by 4,261 CHF for the

MAF cohort, although the effect for the MAF cohort is not statistically significant. Women can mitigate

part of this loss by adjusting their claiming age. For example, given the actuarial unfairness inherent to the

FRA63 and FRA64 stages of the reform, women in these cohorts can mitigate the negative effects on SSW

by claiming early. If women were to adjust in this way, we would observe a positive behavioral effect on

SSW. However, Table 8 shows that the behavioral SSW change is negative and large for women in FRA63

and FRA64 cohorts. Women do not adjust their claiming ages to mitigate the negative shock to pension

wealth, providing evidence consistent with mainly passive women responding to the FRA63 and FRA64

reform steps. The behavioral SSW change is positive (but not statistically significant) for women in the

MAF cohort, providing evidence consistent with active women responding to the MAF reform step. Women

offset part of the loss in SSW by working longer and receiving unemployment benefits. Consequently, for

FRA63 and FRA64 total lifetime income declines only half as much as SSW, while for MAF total lifetime

stays the same.

Panel B of Table 8 present estimates of total fiscal costs—the sum of SSW and UI benefits minus payroll

taxes–and the fiscal multiplier. The fiscal multiplier measures total fiscal costs relative to mechanical fiscal

costs, which correspond to the mechanical change in SSW. As Haller (2020) shows, the fiscal multiplier is

key for welfare analysis: all else equal pension reforms with a higher fiscal multiplier are more likely to be

welfare-enhancing. We find that the fiscal multiplier for FRA63 and FRA64 varies between 1.6 to 2.16,

implying that a one Swiss Franc cut in OASI benefits increases public funds by 1.6 to 2.16 Swiss Francs.

In contrast, the fiscal multiplier for MAF is about two to three times smaller (0.7-0.9).

The large difference in fiscal multipliers is explained by passivity. An increase in the FRA with actu-

arially unfair pension adjustments is extra costly for passive individuals: They lose more pension wealth
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than the mechanical effect would imply. However, the same type of reform generates extra savings for the

government: Spending on the OASI program drops by more than the mechanical effect would imply. Our

results illustrate that changing the FRA is a highly effective instrument to curb government spending, but

it disproportionably hurts passive decision makers if coupled with actuarially unfair benefit adjustments.

Table 8

7 Conclusion

Using a combination of administrative and survey data, we study responses to a major reform to social

security in Switzerland. Exploiting sharp cutoffs generated by the reform in a Regression Discontinuity

design, we find that an increase in the Full Retirement Age (FRA) with an actuarially less than fair penalty

for early claiming causes a 7 to 8 month delay in pension claiming and a 5 to 7 month delay in labor market

exit. By contrast, a large increase in the penalty for claiming early with no change in the FRA delays

pension claiming by only 4 months and has no effect on labor market exit.

The evidence suggests that a significant fraction of the population is not responding to incentives in the

way standard economics models would predict. There is a growing belief that this type of behavioral bias

is a key determinant of individuals’ responses to social security reforms. Knowing the extent of the bias in

the population as well as the nature of the bias can help to set the appropriate policy. We propose a novel

method that relies on minimal assumptions to bound the fraction of the population that does not respond

to incentives, who we label as passive decision makers. Our estimate of the bounds is [0.46, 0.69]. Imposing

weak additional structure in the context of a dynamic discrete choice model of benefit claiming, we point

identify and estimate the fraction of passive decision makers to be 0.67. The simple estimated model

closely replicates the empirical claiming hazards. To uncover the source of bias, we conducted an original

survey of pensioners in Switzerland. The survey responses indicate that individual behavior is guided by

a tendency to view the nominal FRA as the “normal” age to claim benefits as well as an aversion to the

penalty associated with claiming before the FRA, even though lifetime wealth can be increased by claiming

early.

The results suggest that nominal pension claiming ages are an effective tool for governments who wish

to improve the solvency of their social security systems. As we show, much of the government savings

from the reform are a consequence of nominal FRA increases and not the financial penalties themselves,

a result of the substantial passivity in the population. This finding introduces an interesting dilemma for

governments. On the one hand, governments can exploit passivity by nominally increasing the FRA, and

significantly improve the pension budget. But we show that the increases in the FRA are extremely costly

for passive decision makers, who do not adjust their claiming age to maximize pension wealth. Policy

changes that increase the FRA while providing weak financial incentives to delay, such as the first two

stages of the Swiss reform that we study, redistribute wealth from passive decision makers to active ones. If

society places equal or higher welfare weights on passive individuals, then the system should be actuarially

fair. We leave the study of optimal social security systems in the presence of passive decision makers for

future work.
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Figure 1: Pension Adjustment Factor (PAF) and Social Security Wealth (SSW)
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Notes: Graph (a) shows how the Swiss social security system adjusts women’s old age pensions as a function of the claiming

age for different pension regimes. Base pension amount, 100, is the pension for a woman with FRA 62 (born in 1938 or before),

claiming a pension at age 62. Graph (b) shows the discounted social security wealth as a function of the claiming age. We

assume a discount factor β = 0.98 and average survival rates (see Appendix A.1 for details how we estimate survival rates).

Figure 2: Lifetime Budget Constraint with OASI Reform
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Notes: The figure shows the lifetime budget constraint linking the present value of lifetime income to the retirement age R,

with and without an OASI reform that lowers OASI benefits from b to b′ and the adjustment factor from α to α′. Lifetime

labor earnings are Rw where w is the annual wage, T is the age at death, and C is the claiming age. Without an earnings

test an OASI reform introduces a parallel downward shift of the budget constraint, creating an income effect (solid lines). An

earnings test introduces a kink in the budget constraint at C and an OASI reform creates an income and a substitution effect

(dashed lines). For simplicity, we set the discount factor β = 1.
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Figure 3: Key Outcomes
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C. Retirement Age
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Notes: The figures show the claiming age (panel A), the social security wealth (panel B), and the retirement age (panel C)

around the cutoff separating the 1939 and 1938 birth cohorts (FRA63), the 1941 and 1942 birth cohorts (FRA64), and the

1947 and 1948 birth cohorts (MAF). The solid red line plots the best local linear fit to the actual data above and below the

reform cutoff.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity to Changes in Bandwidth
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Notes: The figure shows RD-estimates of the impacts of different reform steps on the claiming age (panel A) and the retirement

age (panel B) when varying the bandwidth from 4 to 48 weeks. The shaded area denotes the 95% confidence interval. The

specification includes a linear trend on either side of the cutoff and observations are weighted using a triangular kernel.
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Figure 5: Placebo Regression Discontinuity Estimates
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Notes: The figure shows RD-estimates for the claiming age (panel a) and the retirement age (panel b) at the true cohort

cutoffs (1939, 1942, and 1942) along with placebo cutoffs (before 1939, 1940-1941, and 1943-1947). The bandwidth is 30 weeks.

The shaded area denotes the 95% confidence interval. The specification includes a linear trend on either side of the cutoff and

observations are weighted using a triangular kernel.

Figure 6: Heterogeneity in Claiming and Retirement
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Notes: The figure shows RD-estimates for the claiming age (panel a) and the retirement age (panel b) for different subgroups.

The length of the vertical lines around the point estimate denotes the 95% confidence interval (capped below at -2 and above

at 1.2). The bandwidth is 30 weeks. The specification includes a linear trend on either side of the cutoff and observations are

weighted using a triangular kernel.
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Figure 7: Fit of the Estimated Models
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Notes: The figure shows the empirical claiming hazard (blue circles) and the simulated claiming hazards (red triangles) from

a structural model with only active decision makers (panel A) and a structural model with active and passive decision makers

(panel B). The share of passive decision makers is π = 0.67. The shaded area denotes the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 8: Survey Evidence on Gathering Information and Reasons for Passivity

(a) Gathering Information
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(b) Reasons for Passivity
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Notes: The figure shows how women gathered information to make their claiming decision (panel a) and the importance of

different reasons for passivity (panel b), distinguishing between women who claim before the FRA, at the FRA, or after the

FRA. The height of the bar is the percent of women who choose an option (panel a) or a reason (panel b). See text for

a description of the different options and reasons. The length of the vertical lines at the end of the bar denotes the 95%

confidence interval.
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Table 1: 1997 OASI Reform

Reform step FRA62 FRA63 FRA64 MAF
Cohort ≤1938 1939-1941 1942-1947 ≥1948

Full Retirement Age (FRA) 62 63 64 64

Price of Early Claiming – 3.4% 3.4% 6.8%

Notes: The table shows the changes to OASI benefits due to the different reform steps. FRA is the age a woman receives a

full pension, the full retirement age. The price for early claiming refers to the reduction in pension benefits per year of early

claiming. For instance, FRA63 cohorts could claim early at age 62 with a 3.4% lower pension.

Table 2: Percent Claiming Early: Data versus Simulations

Data Simulation: Maximize social security wealth

Average survival rates Heterogenous survival rates

β = 0.98 β = 0.99 β = 1 β = 0.98 β = 0.99 β = 1

FRA63 22.1 70.9 47.7 35.6 70.5 47.0 35.1
[+48.8] [+25.6] [+13.5] [+48.4] [+24.9] [+13.0]

FRA64 29.8 75.5 52.3 39.4 75.2 51.5 38.7
[+45.7] [+22.5] [+9.6] [+45.4] [+21.7] [+8.9]

MAF 13.3 18.2 14.2 12.5 18.2 14.3 12.5
[+4.9] [+0.9] [-0.8] [+4.9] [+0.9] [-0.9]

Notes: The table presents the percent of women who claim early in the SSSD for the different reform steps (first column)

and the percent of women who should claim early to maximize social security wealth for different discount factors (β) when

everybody faces the same survival rates (columns 3-5) and when we let survival rates vary by income and marital status

(columns 6-8).
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Table 3: Summary Statistics

FRA63 FRA64 MAF

A. Outcome variables
Claiming Age (years) 61.63 62.29 62.82

(2.42) (2.76) (2.84)
Retirement Age (years) 60.26 61.01 61.64

(3.89) (4.01) (3.97)
OASI pension (CHF per year) 19,076 19,522 19,586

(7,061) (6,746) (6,700)
SSW (CHF) 362,357 355,297 347,571

(133,988) (121,967) (117,376)

B. Characteristics
% Foreign 21.35 17.70 16.42
% Married 62.74 63.04 62.29
% Supplementary pension spouse 30.66 20.70 7.85
Supplementary pension amount (CHF per year) 2,070 1,278 364

(3,451) (2,865) (1,591)
Average indexed earnings (CHF per year) 50,592 53,213 54,868

(30,607) (32,341) (29,124)
Earnings at age 55 (CHF per year) 34,553 37,021 41,132

(34,259) (53,859) (39,673)
% German-speaking region 70.55 69.97 69.17
% Self-employed 8.59 10.35 12.18
% Public sector 18.74 17.33 16.56
Months employed ages 50-55 49.89 50.54 50.43

(17.29) (17.25) (16.96)
Months unemployed ages 50-55 0.61 1.32 1.13

(2.93) (5.02) (4.46)

No. observations 36,564 42,357 50,344

Notes: The table reports summary statistics of key outcome variables (panel A) and background characteristics (panel B) for

the three samples we use to measure the impacts of the reform steps FRA63, FRA64, and MAF. The FRA63 sample includes

women born 30 weeks around the cutoff separating the 1938 and 1939 birth cohorts, the FRA64 sample includes women born

30 weeks around the cutoff separating the 1941 and 1942 birth cohorts, and the MAF sample includes women born 30 weeks

around the cutoff separating the 1947 and 1948 birth cohorts.
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Table 4: Effects on Pension Benefits, Pension Claiming, and Retirement

FRA 63 FRA 64 MAF

local global local global local global
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

A. Claiming age (years)
Full sample 0.723��� 0.699��� 0.690��� 0.644��� 0.370��� 0.404���

(0.086) (0.055) (0.096) (0.060) (0.090) (0.057)
Single/age balanced 0.667��� 0.678��� 0.710��� 0.720��� 0.480��� 0.518���

(0.129) (0.083) (0.139) (0.086) (0.128) (0.080)
Exit by age 62 0.710��� 0.624��� 0.613��� 0.532��� 0.410�� 0.487���

(0.149) (0.094) (0.182) (0.115) (0.194) (0.124)

B. Effects on benefits
Annual pension benefits -348 -195 -552�� -494��� 181 41

(254) (161) (235) (148) (210) (131)
SSW -21,276��� -18,322��� -25,162��� -23,735��� -3,389 -5,608��

(4,809) (3,052) (4,245) (2,673) (3,684) (2,304)

C. Retirement age (years)
Full sample 0.649��� 0.593��� 0.413��� 0.450��� -0.018 -0.017

(0.140) (0.090) (0.136) (0.086) (0.124) (0.078)
Single/age balanced 0.502��� 0.530��� 0.465�� 0.544��� -0.010 0.084

(0.188) (0.121) (0.182) (0.115) (0.167) (0.105)

Notes: The table presents RD-estimates on the impact of the different reform steps on the claiming age (panel A), pension

benefits (panel b), and the retirement age (panel C). The local (global) specification uses a bandwidth of 12 (30) weeks and

includes a linear trend of the running variable on either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a triangular kernel.

Single/age balanced includes women who are single or whose husband at most two years older. ***Significant at the 1% level.

**Significant at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.
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Table 5: Lifetime Marginal Propensities to Earn Out of Unearned Income

FRA63 FRA64 MAF

Coeff. S.E. Coeff. S.E. Coeff. S.E.

Full sample -0.566��� (0.121) -0.385��� (0.076) -0.340 (0.319)

Swiss -0.542��� (0.098) -0.486��� (0.091) -0.405 (0.583)
Foreign -0.368� (0.210) -0.120 (0.109) -0.536 (0.532)
Single -0.519��� (0.196) -0.387��� (0.133) -0.252 (0.369)
Married -0.613��� (0.145) -0.372��� (0.087) -0.456 (0.552)
Self-employed -0.686 (0.541) -0.435 (1.809) -1.057 (1.900)
Not self-employed -0.565��� (0.124) -0.370��� (0.069) -0.227 (0.293)
Public sector -0.393�� (0.200) -0.126 (0.086) -1.231 (12.56)
Private sector -0.623��� (0.146) -0.434��� (0.091) -0.323 (0.299)
Low AIE -0.587 (0.388) -0.413�� (0.185) -0.256 (0.256)
High AIE -0.597��� (0.103) -0.448��� (0.085) -0.479 (0.547)

Notes: The table presents RD-estimates on the impact of the different reform steps on the lifetime marginal propensity to

earn out of unearned income, which is equal to the RD-estimate on the effect on lifetime earnings divided by the RD-estimate

on lifetime pension wealth. The specification uses a bandwidth of 30 weeks and includes a linear trend of the running variable

on either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a triangular kernel. ***Significant at the 1% level. **Significant

at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.

Table 6: Categorizing Actives and Passives by Compliance

FRA63 FRA64 MAF

Compliers All Passives All Passives No Passives
Some Actives Some Actives Some Actives

Non-Compliers No Passives No Passives All Passives
Some Actives Some Actives Some Actives

Notes: The table shows for each reform step whether compliers and non-compliers are passive and/or active

decision makers. Passive decision makers claim benefits at the FRA independent of financial consequences. Active

decision makers respond to economic incentives when choosing their claiming age. Compliers (non-compliers) are

decision makers who (do not) change their claiming decision because of the reform step.
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Table 7: Shares and Bounds

FRA63 FRA64 MAF
(1) (2) (3)

Share compliers 0.754��� 0.686��� 0.221���

(0.008) (0.008) (0.009)

Share non-compliers 0.246��� 0.314��� 0.779���

(0.008) (0.008) (0.009)

Lower bound passives 0.465���

(< 0.001)

Upper bound passives 0.686���

(< 0.001)

Notes: The table presents RD-estimates on the impact of the different steps on compliers (=changing their claiming

decision) and non-compliers (=changing their claiming decision). The lower bound is equal to the minimum of

compliers in FRA63, compliers in FRA64, and non-compliers in MAF. The upper bound is equal to one minus

compliers in MAF minus non-compliers in FRA64. The specification uses a bandwidth of 30 weeks and includes

a linear trend of the running variable on either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a triangular

kernel. ***Significant at the 1% level. **Significant at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.
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Table 8: Effects on Individual Lifetime Income and Fiscal Expenditures

FRA 63 FRA 64 MAF

local global local global local global
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

A. Individual lifetime income
SSW total (CHF) -24,228��� -21,478��� -27,632��� -26,009��� -4,261 -6,422���

(A) (4,011) (2,563) (3,635) (2,283) (3,109) (1,936)
SSW behavioral (CHF) -10,928��� -8,243��� -14,525��� -12,884��� 2,993 896
(B) (3,946) (2,520) (3,576) (2,244) (3,098) (1,929)
Earnings (CHF) 11,713��� 11,668��� 10,770��� 10,833��� 5,001�� 2,147
(C) (2,004) (1,272) (2,541) (1,590) (2,497) (1,581)
UI income (CHF) 110��� 122��� 632��� 353��� -14 155
(D) (31) (20) (220) (134) (236) (147)
Total lifetime income (CHF) -12,527��� -9,550��� -15,852��� -14,663��� 946 -3,923
(E=A+C+D) (4,786) (3,043) (4,810) (3,026) (4,376) (2,745)

B. Fiscal expenditures
Total fiscal costs (CHF) -22,203��� -21,121��� -28,310��� -26,898��� -5,086� -6,620���

(F=A+D-(C+D)*payroll tax) (5,156) (2,957) (3,608) (2,278) (3,074) (1,912)
Fiscal multiplier (CHF) 1.67 1.60 2.16 2.05 0.70 0.90
(G=F/(A-B)

Notes: The table presents RD-estimates on the impact of the different reform steps on individual incomes (panel A) and fiscal

expenditures (panel B). The local (global) specification uses a bandwidth of 12 (30) weeks and includes a linear trend of the

running variable on either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a triangular kernel. ***Significant at the 1%

level. **Significant at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.
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Online Appendix of:

Claiming Pensions and Retiring from Work with Active and Passive
Agents

Rafael Lalive, Arvind Magesan, and Stefan Staubli

A Survival Rates and Social Security Wealth

A.1 Calculating Survival Rates

Survival rates are a key input when calculating the social security wealth (SSW). This section describes

how we predict survival rates using the Swiss Social Security Database (SSSD). We calculate these rates for

the average woman as well as for the average single woman in each AIE-quintile and the average married

woman in each AIE-quintile. We closely follow Chetty et al. (2016) who predict survival rates for different

demographic groups in the United States.

From the SSSD, we extract all women born between 1935 and 1938 and, based on whether they are

single or married and their AIE-quintile, assign them to one of ten subgroups. Since we can observe women

up to age 76, we use the empirical mortality rates to predict survival rates until age 76. Between age 77 and

age 86, we predict survival rates using a Gompertz extrapolation, based on a regression of log mortality

ma on a linear trend in age a:

logma = α+ βagea + εa. (A.1)

We run separate regressions for the full sample and for each of the ten subgroups defined above. Beyond age

87, we predict survival rates using mortality rates for the average women from the Swiss Federal Statistical

Office.

Figure A.1 shows the predicted survival rates for the average woman in our sample together with the

survival rates for women from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office. Our predicted survival rates closely

align with the survival rates from the Statistical Office. If at all, our survival rates are slightly above the

official rates, implying that our estimated SSW gain from delaying claiming is too high. The SSW for early

claiming would be higher using the survival rates from the Statistical Office.

Figure A.2 shows the predicted survival rates for each of the ten subgroups defined by marital status

and AIE-quintile. The figure shows substantial heterogeneity in survival rates. For each AIE-quintile, we

observe that survival rates are higher for married women (dashed lines) relative to single women (solid

lines). Moreover, we observe that women with a higher AIE tend to live longer than women with a lower

AIE, consistent with evidence showing that life expectancy is highly correlated with income (Chetty et al.,

2016).

A.2 Alterative Ways of Calculating Social Security Wealth

In this section, we present results for alternative ways to calculate social security wealth (SSW). Figure

A.3 shows the results graphically and Table reports the corresponding numbers. Our conclusions remain
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Figure A.1: Comparison of Estimated and Official Survival Curves for Women
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Notes: The figure shows predicted female survival rates using the SSSD and female survival rates from the Swiss Federal

Statistical Office. For the prediction, we use female birth cohorts born between 1935 and 1938. Until the age 76, we predict

survival rates using empirical mortality rates in the data. Between age 77 and age 86, we predict survival rates using a

Gompertz extrapolation, based on a regression of log mortality on a linear trend in age. Beyond age 87, we predict survival

rates using mortality rates from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office.

Figure A.2: Estimated Survival Curves for Women by Marital Status and Income
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Notes: The figure shows predicted female survival rates using the SSSD data for ten subgroups defined by marital status and

AIE-quintile. For the prediction, we use female birth cohorts born between 1935 and 1938. Until age 67, we predict survival

rates for each subgroup using empirical mortality rates in the data. Between age 77 and age 86, we predict survival rates for

each subgroup using a Gompertz extrapolation, based on a regression of log mortality on a linear trend in age. Beyond age

87, we predict survival rates for each subgroup using mortality rates from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office.

always the same: FRA63 and FRA64 are actuarially unfair, incentivizing women to claim early, while
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Figure A.3: How the Reform Affects Social Security Wealth

(a) Before-tax SSW with Accrual
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(b) After-tax SSW
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(c) After-tax SSW, Work until FRA
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(d) After-tax SSW with Accrual, Work until FRA
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Notes: The figure shows the social security wealth (SSW) as a function of the claiming age and pension regime under different

assumptions about income taxes, work behavior, and calculation of benefits. Figure (a) shows the SSW before (income) taxes

taking into account the effect of additional earnings on OASI benefits (the accrual), figure (b) shows the SSW after taxes,

figure (c) shows the SSW after taxes assuming people continue to work until the FRA, and figure (d) shows the SSW after

taxes and with the accrual assuming people continue to work until the FRA.

MAF is more than actuarially fair, incentivizing women to delay claiming to the FRA.

The baseline SSW in Figure 1(b) is before income taxes and ignores the effect of working on OASI

benefits through changes in the AIE (the pension accrual). Figure A.3(a) shows the SSW with the pension

accrual, assuming that women continue to work until the FRA. If a woman has already retired before the

FRA, we take her earnings in the last job before retirement to calculate the accrual. The figure shows

that for all reform steps claiming early becomes less attractive relative to the baseline case. Since older

women are often past their peak earning years, continuing to work reduces their AIE and hence their OASI

benefits.

Figure A.3(b) shows the SSW after income taxes. We observe that the SSW after taxes is actuarially

more unfair than the SSW before taxes. Since the tax schedule is progressive, the gain in OASI benefits
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from delaying is taxed at a higher rate, making it less attractive to delay claiming.

Figure A.3(c) shows the SSW after tax if women would continue to work until the FRA. We observe

that the SSW at the early claiming ages is lower relative to the case when women do not work until

the FRA (A.3b). This finding is intuitive: Since Switzerland taxes OASI pension and earnings together,

women who claim early and continue to work enter a higher tax bracket. But even with this additional

tax burden, we see that FRA63 and FRA64 incentivize early claiming. The incentive for early claiming

becomes stronger if we additionally account for the pension accrual (Figure A.3(d)).

Table A.1: Change in Social Security Wealth at Different Ages

FRA62 FRA63 FRA64 MAF

A. SSW63 – SSW62
Before tax -320 -5,970 -5,343 7,771
Before tax with accrual -1,608 -8,307 -7,197 7,209
After tax -1,141 -6,253 -6,265 5,022
After tax, work until FRA -1,141 -4,675 -4,710 6,469
After tax with accrual, work until FRA -2,657 -6,943 -5,699 6,521

B. SSW64 – SSW63
Before tax -423 -810 -6,152 5,708
Before tax with accrual -1,634 -2,075 -8,412 4,524
After tax -1,118 -1,549 -6,382 3,291
After tax, work until FRA -1,118 -1,549 -4,841 4,814
After tax with accrual, work until FRA -2,719 -3,025 -7,028 4,070

B. SSW65 – SSW64
Before tax 263 -945 -1,285 -1,285
Before tax with accrual -853 -2,137 -2,527 -2,527
After tax -1,250 -1,558 -1,943 -1,943
After tax, work until FRA -1,250 -1,558 -1,943 -1,943
After tax with accrual, work until FRA -2,713 -3,114 -3,318 -3,381

Notes: The table shows the difference in social security wealth (SSW) between two adjacent claiming ages underlying Figure

A.3. “Before tax” calculates the SSW before (income) taxes, “before tax with accrual” is before (income) taxes and accounts

for the effect of additional earnings on OASI benefits (the accrual), “after tax” is the SSW after taxes, “after tax, work until

FRA” is the SSW after taxes assuming people continue to work until the FRA, and “after tax with accrual, work until FRA”

is the SSW after tax, accounting for the accrual and assuming people continue to work until the FRA. We assume a discount

factor β of 0.98 and average death hazard.

B Validity of Empirical Design and Robustness

This section presents evidence supporting the validity of the RD design, explores the sensitivity of the

estimates to the functional form, and studies whether the abolishment of the supplementary pension affect

the robustness of our estimates.

Density Test. Figure B.4 shows that the number of women born per weeks is smooth around the cutoff

dates. Table B.2 shows the corresponding RD estimates at the cohort cutoffs when the outcome is the
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Figure B.4: Number of Women per Week of Birth

(a) FRA63
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(b) FRA64
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(c) MAF
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Notes: The figures show the mean number of women per week of birth around the cutoff separating the 1939 and 1938 birth

cohorts (FRA63), the 1941 and 1942 birth cohorts (FRA64), and the 1947 and 1948 birth cohorts (MAF). The solid red line

plots the best local linear fit to the actual data above and below the reform cutoff.

number of observations per week of birth (following McCrary, 2008). The point estimates are small and

statistically insignificant for bandwidths of 12 weeks and the optimal bandwidth using the Calonico et al.

(2014) procedure (CCT), independent of whether we include a linear or a quadratic trend on either side of

the cutoff. The point estimates are statistically significant for the linear specification with a bandwidth of

30 weeks. Figure B.4 shows that the number of births is seasonal; the linear specification does not capture

this seasonality when the bandwidth is large.

Table B.2: Number of Women per WOB

linear quadratic

local CCT global local CCT global

A. FRA63
Number of individuals -17 -19 52��� -23 -23 -9

(14) (17) (18) (20) (20) (15)
Bandwidth (weeks) 12 8 36 12 12 36

B. FRA64
Number of individuals 25 30 58��� 39 27 23

(23) (27) (15) (30) (30) (23)
Bandwidth (weeks) 12 9 36 12 14 36

C. MAF
Number of individuals 33 20 112��� 7 9 39�

(21) (21) (21) (28) (26) (22)

Notes: The table presents RD estimates corresponding to equation (), where the dependent variable is the number of women per

week-of-birth (WOB). The linear (quadratic) specification includes a linear (quadratic) trend of the running variable (WOB)

on either side of the cutoff. The local and global specifications use a bandwidth of 12 and 30 weeks. The CCT specification

uses the optimal bandwidth using the Calonico et al. (2014) procedure. Observations are weighted using a triangular kernel.

***Significant at the 1% level. **Significant at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.
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Smoothness of Predetermined Characteristics. We next explore whether predetermined character-

istics change discontinuously at the cohort boundary; evidence for significant discontinuities would cause

doubt that the assignment of women around the cutoff is random. Table B.3 shows separate RD estimates

for a rich set of characteristics. We find little evidence for manipulation around the cohort cutoffs. When

using a bandwidth of 12 weeks around the cutoffs, we find that point estimates are always statistically

insignificant and small. When using a bandwidth of 30 weeks, we find that 5 out of 33 point estimates are

statistically significant at the 10%-level.

Table B.3: Selection on Observable Characteristics

FRA 63 FRA 64 MAF

local global local global local global
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

% Foreign 0.7 -1.2 1.6 0.9 1.5 0.7
(1.5) (1.0) (1.3) (0.8) (1.2) (0.7)

% German-speaking region 0.3 -0.8 -2 0.5 1.8 1.5�

(1.5) (1.0) (1.4) (0.9) (1.3) (0.8)
% Married 2 1.2 -2.4 -1.4 0.5 -0.1

(1.7) (1.1) (1.7) (1.1) (1.5) (1)
% Husband born 1933 0.7 0.1 -0.8 -0.2 0.2 0.2

(0.8) (0.5) (0.5) (0.3) (0.2) (0.1)
% Husband born 1938 -0.7 -0.7 0.4 -0.4 -0.5 -0.1

(1.0) (0.6) (0.9) (0.6) (0.4) (0.2)
% Self-employed -0.1 -0.5 -0.1 1.2� 0.5 0.8

(1.0) (0.6) (1.0) (0.7) (1.0) (0.6)
% Public sector 1.2 0.6 -2.1 -1.4� -1.5 0.0

(1.4) (0.9) (1.3) (0.8) (1.1) (0.7)
Months employed until age 55 -0.85 -0.52 -0.60 -0.30 -0.19 -0.28

(0.62) (0.39) (0.61) (0.38) (0.53) (0.33)
Months unemployed until age 55 0.04 0.02 -0.04 -0.11 -0.05 -0.04

(0.11) (0.07) (0.18) (0.11) (0.15) (0.09)
Average annual indexed earnings -529 -68 -1,524 -1,226� -605 -256
(2016 CHF) (1,111) (687) (1,110) (693) (910) (577)
Annual earnings at age 55 94 32 -673 -1,401� 1,743 1,048
(2016 CHF) (1,222) (767) (1,194) (809) (1,193) (757)

Obs 14,494 36,564 16,131 42,357 19,868 50,344

Notes: The table presents RD estimates corresponding to equation (), where the dependent variable are different predetermined

characteristics. The local (global) specification uses a bandwidth of 12 (30) weeks and includes a linear trend of the running

variable on either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a triangular kernel. ***Significant at the 1% level.

**Significant at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.

Sensitivity of Estimates to Functional Form. We also test the sensitivity of our main estimates in

Table 4 by including a quadratic trend on either side of the cohort cutoff instead of a linear trend (Table

B.4). We find that the RD estimates for the quadratic specification are similar to the linear specification.

If at all, the point estimates appear slightly larger, but we cannot reject the null hypothesis that they are
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statistically the same as in the linear specification.

Table B.4: Main Estimates with a Quadratic Trend

FRA 63 FRA 64 MAF

local global local global local global
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

A. Claiming age (years)
Full sample 0.771��� 0.718��� 0.717��� 0.686��� 0.413��� 0.356���

(0.127) (0.079) (0.141) (0.088) (0.131) (0.083)
Single/age balanced 0.717��� 0.698��� 0.659��� 0.737��� 0.553��� 0.435���

(0.191) (0.119) (0.204) (0.127) (0.186) (0.118)
Exit by age 62 0.769��� 0.686��� 0.638�� 0.604��� 0.481� 0.407��

(0.221) (0.137) (0.267) (0.167) (0.28) (0.18)

B. Effects on benefits
Annual pension benefits -553 -311 -334 -621��� 96 107

(373) (235) (342) (216) (312) (193)
SSW -25168��� -20642��� -21986��� -26165��� -4990 -4732

(7057) (4445) (6161) (3908) (5477) (3390)

C. Retirement age (years)
Full sample 0.748��� 0.648��� 0.511��� 0.430��� -0.171 -0.022

(0.204) (0.130) (0.197) (0.125) (0.182) (0.115)
Single/age balanced 0.746��� 0.484��� 0.576�� 0.543��� -0.143 -0.032

(0.272) (0.175) (0.264) (0.167) (0.243) (0.154)

Notes: The table presents RD estimates on the impact of the different reform steps on pension benefits (panel A), the claiming

age (panel B), and the retirement age (panel C). The local (global) specification uses a bandwidth of 12 (30) weeks and

includes a quadratic trend of the running variable on either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a triangular

kernel. Single/age balanced includes women who are single or whose husband at most two years older. ***Significant at the

1% level. **Significant at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.

Addressing the Abolishment of Supplementary Pensions. The 1997 reform also abolished the

supplementary pension for retired husbands whose wives were born in 1942 or after. This change could

affect our analysis of the FRA64 reform step, because the cohort cutoff for both changes is January 1, 1942.

Figure B.5(a) shows that the percent of women in our sample who receive a supplementary pension drops

from 30 to 10 percentage points at the cohort cutoff. The percent does not drop to zero, because women

born in 1942 or after still qualify for supplementary benefits if the husband draws a disability pension.

Our strategy to isolate the impact of FRA64 is to focus on women who are single or whose husband

is at most 2 years older. This age restriction guarantees that married women become eligible for OASI

benefits before the husband reaches his FRA of 65. Figure B.5(b) shows that for this sample of women

there is no jump in supplementary benefit receipt at the cohort cutoff. Yet, we still observe clear jumps in

the claiming age (Figure B.5c) and the retirement age (Figure B.5d).

Table 4 in the paper reports the corresponding RD estimates for this sample of women. The point

estimates are always similar to the full sample; we can never reject the null hypothesis that the point
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estimates are the same for the full sample and the sample of women who are single or whose husband

is at most two years older. From this analysis, we conclude that the claiming and retirement responses

capture primarily the impact of FRA64, while the abolishment of supplementary pensions appears to have

a minimal impact.

Figure B.5: Sensitivity of FRA64 Estimates

A. Supplementary Pension Before 62
(a) Full Sample
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B. Retirement and Claiming Age for Single or Age Balanced Sample
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Notes: Women born in 1942 were not eligible anymore for spousal supplementary pensions whereas those born in 1941 were

still eligible (figure (a) in Panel A). To see whether the effects are sensitive to the abolishment of supplementary pensions, we

focus on women who are single or whose husband is at most two years older (age balanced). These women are not affected

by the policy change (figure (b) in panel A). Note that women are still eligible for a spousal supplementary pension if their

husband is receiving a disability pension. Claiming and retirement for single women or women living in age-balanced couples

respond similar to FRA64 as the entire sample (figures in panel B).
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Figure C.6: Effects on Pension Claiming Hazard
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Notes: The figures show the claiming hazard for an old age or disability pension. Figure (a) shows the effect of increasing

the FRA from 62 to 63 years (FRA63), figure (b) shows the effect of increasing the FRA from 63 to 64 years (FRA64), and

figure (c) shows the effect of doubling the early claiming penalty (MAF). Blue circles refers to the first cohort affected by the

reform. Red triangles refers to last cohort not affected by the reform.

C Further Evidence on the Effects of the 1997 Reform

In this section, we provide evidence on the effect of the 1997 reform on women’s claiming and retirement

hazards, husbands’ claiming and retirement behavior, mortality, women’s claiming behavior of occupational

pensions, and the marginal propensity to earn out of unearned income.

Claiming and Retirement Hazards. The reform induced increases in the average age of claiming and

retirement. Here we provide descriptive evidence on how these changes came about. We present claiming

and retirement hazards for women born up to 30 weeks before and after each reform step.29 Hazards are

useful since they provide information on the proportion of women starting to claim at an age, or retiring

at an age, relative to women who have not done so until that age.

Figure C.6(a) reports effects of FRA63 on the hazard probability of disability or old age pension

claiming. Women born in 1938 (blue circles) are eligible for a full old age pension at 62 years, with no

possibility to draw an early retirement pension before. The claiming hazard is slightly positive before age

61, reflecting disability pension claiming, which is possible before age 62. The hazard probability peaks

at close to 1 at age 62, so women almost perfectly comply with the full retirement age. Interestingly,

few women take-up the possibility to claim later than the FRA in spite of the actuarial fair adjustment

for delaying claiming. Raising the FRA to age 63 (red triangles) reduces the claiming hazard at age 62

substantially, from nearly 100% to just over 20%. The hazard is again nearly 1 at the new FRA of age

63. Raising the FRA to 63 years delays pension claiming substantially, but a sizeable proportion of women

draw their pension also at the early retirement age of 62.

In Figure C.6(b), we contrast the claiming hazards for the cohorts around the FRA64 cutoff. Individuals

born in 1941 (blue circles) receive full benefits if they claim at the FRA of 63, while individuals born in

29This comparison provides a raw measure of the effects of the reform on claiming and retirement decisions but may be
confounded by trends or cohort composition effects.
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1942 (red triangles) receive full benefits if they claim at the FRA of 64. The comparison is similar to that

of the FRA63 cutoff. The hazard is near 1 for both cohorts at their respective FRA’s. Interestingly, the

hazards are also almost identical at roughly 20% in the year before the respective FRAs, and the hazards at

62 (two years before the FRA for the 1942 cohort) are also similar across the cohorts. There is some early

claiming in both cohorts, but less than would be consistent with maximization of social security wealth.

In Figure C.6(c), we contrast the hazards for the cohorts around the MAF cutoff. Here, individuals

born in 1947 (blue) and 1948 (red) both receive full benefits if they claim at the common FRA of 64, but

the penalty for claiming before 64 is much higher for the 1948 cohort. Again, the hazards for both groups

are close to 1 at the FRA. The early claiming hazard for the 1948 cohort is about half of the early claiming

hazard of the 1947 cohort, suggesting that the increased penalties for early claiming were effective.

In Figures C.6(a) and C.6(b) we see that the claiming hazards move in lockstep with an increase in

the FRA even though, for the average women in the treatment One explanation, why the claiming hazards

move in lockstep with an increase in the FRA even though claiming before the FRA maximizes pension

wealth, is that women who work and claim before the FRA may enter a higher tax bracket. We can check

whether this is the case by excluding women who work as of age 62. The remaining individuals do not

have to worry about the tax implications of claiming early because they do not have labour earnings that

can be taxed.

Figure C.7 presents the claiming profile for women who have exited the labor market by age 62. We

see that the hazards move in lockstep with an increase in the FRA, similar to the overall population of

women. We therefore conclude that the strong claiming response is not driven by the tax implications

associated with claiming early while working.

Figure C.7: Pension Claiming Hazard, Women Who Left the Labor Market

(a) FRA63
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(c) MAF
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Notes: The figures show the claiming hazard for an old age or disability pension by age for women who left the labor market

before age 62. Figure (a) shows the effect of increasing the FRA from 62 to 63 years (FRA63), figure (b) shows the effect

of increasing the FRA from 63 to 64 years (FRA64), and figure (c) shows the effect of doubling the early claiming penalty

(MAF). Blue circles refers to the first cohort affected by the reform. Red triangles refers to last cohort not affected by the

reform.

Figure C.8(a) shows how the reform affected the retirement hazards for the cohorts in FRA63. In-

creasing the FRA significantly delays retirement, as the hazards at the respective FRAs are approximately

equal, at just under 0.8. Interestingly, the reform also decreases the hazard at age 61, a year before the old
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Figure C.8: Effects on Retirement Hazard

(a) FRA63
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Notes: The figures show the retirement hazard by age. Figure (a) shows the effect of increasing the FRA from 62 to 63 years

(FRA63), figure (b) shows the effect of increasing the FRA from 63 to 64 years (FRA64), and figure (c) shows the effect of

doubling the early claiming penalty (MAF). Blue circles refers to the first cohort affected by the reform. Red triangles refers

to last cohort not affected by the reform.

FRA, and a small sub-group of women born in 1939 continue to leave the labor force upon reaching the

old FRA of 62 years. FRA63 increases labor supply substantially, and the increase is concentrated around

age 62 and 63.

Forward-looking individuals might adjust labor supply already in advance of an increase in the full

pension age. Although FRA63 was announced only four years before coming into effect, leaving little time

to adjust, FRA64, announced 8 years before coming into force, might leave enough time for anticipatory

behavior. In Figure C.8(b) we compare the retirement hazards for the cohorts around the FRA64 cutoff,

and we see that the patterns are roughly the same as in the case of FRA63, although the hazards in Figure

C.8(b) are lower at ages 60-62, suggesting some mild anticipatory behavior.

Figure C.8(c) presents the retirement hazards of women born around the MAF cutoff. The 1947 cohort

is the last cohort facing an early retirement adjustment of 3.4%. The 1948 cohort is the first cohort facing

the double adjustment. Labor supply patterns are similar between the two groups, consistent with the

RD-estimates showing that MAF has no significant effect on the retirement age.

Husband’s Retirement and Claiming Response. It is plausible that the reform encourages husbands

to work longer if they want to retire together with their wives. Since our data contain spousal identifiers,

we can estimate the reform’s effect on husbands’ retirement and claiming decision. We find no evidence

that husbands change their decision when to retire or when to claim their OASI pension.

Figure C.9 shows husbands’ retirement and claiming age as a function of their wives’ birthdate around

the reform cutoffs. None of the graphs shows a visible jump in the husband’s retirement age (Figures C.9a-

c) or the claiming age (Figures C.9d-f) around the wife’s cohort cutoff. The corresponding RD estimates

are also insignificant, as Table C.5 shows.

Husbands in our data are on average three years older than their wives and may simply not respond,

because they reach age 65 (where most men retire and claim) before wives reach their FRA. We can test
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Figure C.9: Husbands’ Retirement and Claiming Age

A. Husbands’ Retirement Age
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B. Husbands’ Claiming Age
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Notes: This figure reports the average age when husbands exit the labor force (panel A) and the average claiming age of any

pension (panel B). The x-axis reports the date of birth minus the reform cutoff. The light line refers to women born just not

affected by the reform, the solid line refers to women just affected by the reform.

this hypothesis by limiting our sample to wives whose husbands is less than a year older, so that the wife

reaches her FRA before the husband reaches his. Even for this limited sample we find no significant change

in husbands’ retirement or claiming behavior.

Table C.5: Husband’s Response

FRA63 FRA64 MAF

local global local global local global

Claiming age (years) 0.005 -0.039 -0.117 -0.004 -0.051 -0.088
(0.089) (0.056) (0.093) (0.060) (0.103) (0.066)

Retirement age (years) -0.047 0.013 0.031 0.110 0.021 0.031
(0.149) (0.095) (0.146) (0.092) (0.133) (0.084)

No. observations 7,755 19,398 8,630 22,733 10,361 26,053

Notes: The table presents RD-estimates on the impact of the different reform steps on husband’s claiming and retirement

age. The local (global) specification uses a bandwidth of 12 (30) weeks and includes a linear trend of the running variable on

either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a triangular kernel. ***Significant at the 1% level. **Significant at

the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.
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Mortality. A large literature studies whether retiring early shortens your life or prolongs it. The 1997

reform offers a clean setting to tackle this question. Since our data end in 2016, we can track cohorts

for six years (for MAF) to fifteen years (for FRA63) after they reached age 62. We define two outcomes

related to mortality. The first is an indicator for whether a woman dies before the last age, we observe her

in the data: age 77 for FRA63, age 74 for FRA64, and age 68 for MAF. The second is the age at death

(in year-months). We set the age at death to the last age if a woman is still alive at that age.

Figure C.10: Probability to Die and Age at Death

A. Probability to Die
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B. Age at Death
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(f) MAF
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Notes: Notes: The figure show the claiming hazard for an old age or disability pension by age for women who left the labor

market before age 62. Figure (a) shows the effect of increasing the FRA from 62 to 63 years (FRA63), figure (b) shows the

effect of increasing the FRA from 63 to 64 years (FRA64), and figure (c) shows the effect of doubling the early claiming

penalty (MAF). Blue circles refers to the first cohort affected by the reform. Red triangles refers to last cohort not affected

by the reform.

In Figure C.10 we observe no clear discontinuity at the cohort boundaries for neither of the mortality

outcomes. The RD estimates confirm the absence of any mortality effect (Table C.10). Out of twelve

estimates, only one is statistically significant at the 10%-level: the age at death for FRA63 increases by 0.1

years, but the effect disappears if we narrow the bandwidth around the cutoff. The absence of a significant

effect on mortality is consistent with recent evidence by Kuhn et al. (2020) and Fitzpatrick and Moore

(2018). They also focus on mortality as an outcome and find that retirement increase mortality among

men but has no effect on women.
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Table C.6: Effects on Probability to Die and Age at Death

FRA63 FRA64 MAF

local global local global local global

Died by last age 0.002 -0.004 0.001 0.001 -0.007 -0.005
(0.013) (0.008) (0.010) (0.006) (0.006) (0.004)

Age at death 0.030 0.105� -0.059 -0.034 0.029 0.012
(0.100) (0.064) (0.061) (0.040) (0.023) (0.014)

Obs 13,556 34,183 15,413 40,438 19,041 48,250

Notes: The table presents RD-estimates on the impact of the different reform steps on whether a woman died before the last

age, we observe her in the data (age 77 for FRA63, age 74 for FRA64, and age 68 for MAF) and the age at death (censored

above at age 77 for FRA63, age 74 for FRA64, and age 68 for FRA). The local (global) specification uses a bandwidth of 12

(30) weeks and includes a linear trend of the running variable on either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a

triangular kernel. ***Significant at the 1% level. **Significant at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.

Occupational Pensions. In addition to an OASI pension, women who have earned around 20,000 CHF

or more per year also qualify for an occupational pension. In this section, we study whether the 1997 reform

changed when women claim their occupational pension and how much pension benefits, they get. The 1997

reform affected only OASI pensions and had no direct effect on occupational pensions. The reform could

have an indirect effect on occupational pensions if women tend to claim OASI and occupational pensions

jointly, or if the delayed retirement caused by the reform increases occupational pension amounts.

Because in the social security data, we cannot observe occupational pension benefits or contributions,

we use tax records from the Canton of Berne, covering about one eight of the Swiss population. We

have access to tax records for the period 2001 to 2015, prohibiting us to study the effects of FRA63 and

instead we focus on FRA64 and MAF. We use the same regression discontinuity design as for the main

analysis. Our two outcomes of interests are the claiming age of an occupational pension and the level of

an occupational pension.

Figure C.11 shows how the claiming age and the benefit level evolve around the cohort cutoffs for

FRA64 and MAF. The distribution is noisier, because of the smaller sample size, but we do not see a clear

discontinuity in either outcome at the cohort cutoff. Table C.7 shows that the corresponding RD estimates

are statistically insignificant, although the standard errors are also large because of the small sample size.

Marginal Propensities to Earn Out of Unearned Income. Figure C.12 shows estimates of lifetime

marginal propensities to earn out of unearned income. We obtain these estimates by dividing the change

in lifetime earnings at the cohort cutoff by the corresponding change in pension wealth (both estimated

using the RD design). The estimated propensities to earn tend to be larger (in absolute value) for FRA63

compared to FRA63 and MAF, but we cannot reject the null hypothesis that they are equal. We also find

that different subgroups of the population respond in the same way to each reform step.
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Figure C.11: Effects on Occupational Pension

A. Claiming Age of Occupational Pension
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B. Level of Occupational Pension
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Notes: The figure shows the claiming age of occupational pensions (panel A) and the annual level of occupational pensions

in Swiss Francs (panel B) around the cutoff separating the 1939 and 1938 birth cohorts (FRA63), the 1941 and 1942 birth

cohorts (FRA64), and the 1947 and 1948 birth cohorts (MAF). The solid red line plots the best local linear fit to the actual

data above and below the reform cutoff.

D Point Estimation of π

While π is the only parameter of interest in the structural model, we must estimate a scale parameter,

σε, in order to recover the choice probabilities Pt. The reason is that, for a given π and discount factor and

mortality probabilities, the researcher can get different choice probabilities for different choices of units for

bt (CHF or 100s of CHF or 1000s of CHF etc.). So instead of leaving this choice at the discretion of the

researcher, we let the data select the appropriate units by estimating the scale parameter σε.

As such, we use an EM algorithm to estimate π, σε given the model proposed in section 5 of the paper.

We provide details here (see, e.g., Arcidiacono and Jones (2003) Section 2). Let yi = (ai,xi), where ai is

the claiming age of individual i and xi are the state variables. The unconditional (on type) contribution
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Table C.7: Effects on Occupational Pension Claiming Age and Benefit Level

FRA64 MAF

local global local global

Claiming age (years) -0.071 -0.052 0.370 0.090
(0.601) (0.351) (0.485) (0.304)

Annual amount (CHF) -3,108 -1,087 -1,848 1,072
(2,996) (1,876) (3,001) (2,046)

No. observations 221 553 310 771
Bandwidth (weeks) 12 30 12 30

The table presents RD-estimates on the impact of the different reform steps on the claiming age of occupational pensions

and the annual amount of occupational pensions in Swiss Francs. The local (global) specification uses a bandwidth of 12

(30) weeks and includes a linear trend of the running variable on either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a

triangular kernel. ***Significant at the 1% level. **Significant at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.

Figure C.12: Marginal Propensities to Earn Out of Unearned Income
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Notes: The figure shows RD-estimates on the impact of the different reform steps on the lifetime marginal propensity to earn

out of unearned income, which is equal to the RD-estimate on the effect on lifetime earnings divided by the RD-estimate

on lifetime pension wealth. The length of the vertical lines around the point estimate denotes the 95% confidence interval

(capped below at -1 and above at 0.2). The specification uses a bandwidth of 30 weeks and includes a linear trend of the

running variable on either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a triangular kernel. ***Significant at the 1%

level. **Significant at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.

of individual i to the likelihood is given by:

g(yi;σε, π) = πfπ(yi;σε) + (1− π)f1−π(yi;σε) (D.2)

where fπ(yi;σε) is the likelihood of observing yi given individual i is passive and f1−π(yi;σε) is the same

for an active individual. Note that fπ(yi;σε) is either 0 or 1 - it is one if ai = FRAi and is zero if ai 	= FRAi
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Using Bayes’ rule, we have:

Pr(1πi = 1|yi;σε, π) =
πfπ(yi;σε)

g(yi;σε, π)
(D.3)

One approach to recovering π would be to directly maximize the log likelihood �(σε, π) =∑
i ln

(
g(yi;σε, π)

)
with respect to both (σε, π). This can be computationally challenging however. The

standard alternative is to use an EM algorithm that works in the following way. The ML estimate of π

satisfies:

π̂ =
1

N

∑
i

Pr(1π( i) = 1|yi; σ̂ε, π̂) (D.4)

Note that π̂ is on both sides of this equation. It can also be shown that the MLE of σε satisfies:

σ̂ε = argmax
σ̂

∑
i

Pr(1π(i) = 1|yi; σ̂ε, π̂) ln(fπ(yi;σε)) (D.5)

+ (1− Pr(1π(i) = 1|yi; σ̂ε, π̂)) ln(f1−π(yi;σε))

These two equations suggest an iterative procedure that is computationally cheap to implement. Sup-

pose we begin with a guess of σε, say σ
(0)
ε . Using this guess, we can use equation D.4 to obtain a guess of

π, say π(0) ( D.4 defines a fixed point mapping in π, as the RHS is continuous function of π and defined

on the convex and compact subset of the real line that π lives in, so we iterate in this mapping until

we get π(0) such that π(0) = 1
N

∑
Pr(1π(i) = 1|yi;σ

(0)
ε , π(0)). Then with (σ

(0)
ε , π(0)) in hand we have

Pr(1πi = 1|yi;σ
(0)
ε , π(0)) and can plug this into equation D.5, and obtain a new estimate of σε, say σ

(1)
ε .

We continue in this fashion until convergence - until σ
(k)
ε 
 σ

(k−1)
ε .

E Survey Evidence on Claiming and Retirement

To better understand women’s rational for retirement and claiming, we complement the evidence from

the administrative data with survey evidence from the Survey of Health Aging and Retirement in Europe

(SHARE) and an original survey as part of the LINK Internet Panel, a representative internet panel of the

Swiss population with 115,000 respondents.

SHARE Survey. SHARE is a bi-annual, cross-national panel of about 140,000 individuals aged 50

or older in 27 countries, including Switzerland. SHARE has seven survey waves and the first wave was

collected in 2003/2004.

While SHARE does not ask about the reasons underlying the claiming decision, the main purpose of

our original survey, it contains detailed information on the reasons underlying the retirement decision.

Figure E.13 shows the importance of each reason, pooling women from all survey waves. By far the most

important reason for retirement is becoming eligible for an OASI pension. Over 60% of women list OASI

eligibility as the reason for retirement. Less than 10% of women list one of the other reasons as the reason

for retirement. The figure provides additional evidence that mandatory retirement is not a key driver of

retirement, as firm early retirement programs and layoffs account only for a small share of retirements.
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Figure E.13: Reasons for Retirement
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Notes: The figure lists different reasons for why women retire from work using data from SHARE Switzerland. The height of

the bar measures the percent of women who said that they retired from work for the listed reason. “Eligible OASI”: Became

eligible for OASI pension, “Eligible occ. pension”: Became eligible for private occupational pension, “Eligible private annuity”:

Became eligible for private pension, “Firm early retire”: Was offered an early retirement option, “Layoff”: Made redundant,

“Own health”: Own ill health, “Health of family”: Ill health of relative or friend, “Retire w/ spouse”: To retire at same time

as spouse or partner, “More leisure”: To spend more time with family, “Enjoy life”: To enjoy life.

Original Survey. To learn how women gather information about the OASI pension and how they decide

when to claim, we fielded an original survey within the LINK Internet Panel. Our survey was sent to 5,000

women aged 60 to 65 and respondents were paid 4 Swiss Francs to complete the survey. Of the 5,000

contacted women, 2,916 women opened the survey and 1,223 women completed it, resulting in a response

rate of 25%. Table E.8 reports estimates when regressing an indicator for completing the survey on a set of

characteristics we can measure for all women who opened the survey. The results show that women from

the French-speaking region and women with missing or low wealth were less likely to complete the survey.

On the other hand, women who are renting a house, women with higher education, and women who are

slightly older were more likely to complete the survey.

Of the 1,223 women who completed the survey, 389 women were receiving an OASI pension and 834

were expecting to receive an OASI pension in the future. We asked both groups of women when they

claimed their OASI pension, or when they were expecting to claim their pension if they were not receiving

one at the time of completing the survey. Figure E.14 shows that the claiming age distribution for women

who have and have not claimed already is nearly identical. About 85% of women indicate that they have

claimed or are planning to claim at age 64. Age 64 is the FRA for women in our sample, because they

are all born after 1947 and thus face the same incentives as the women in the MAF cohort of our study.

Women who have not claimed yet are more likely to claim at age 65 than those who have already claimed,

but the difference is small (about 5%).

We also asked women how important the OASI pension is or will be (for women who have not claimed

yet), for the total retirement income, ranging from “not important” to “very important”. Figure E.15
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Table E.8: Analysis of Probability to Complete the Survey

French-speaking region -.060***
(.019)

Wealth missing -.070***
(.023)

Wealth below median -.059***
(.022)

Housing: rent .117***
(.018)

Middle education .100***
(.032)

High education .089***
(.034)

Age 61 .028
(.029)

Age 62 .078**
(.030)

Age 63 .105***
(.031)

Age 64 .106***
(.031)

Age 65 .086***
(.031)

Constant .280***
(.042)

No. observations 2,916
R2 .037

Notes: The table shows which characteristics correlate with the probability to complete the survey. The dependent variable is

an indicator, which is 1 if a woman completed the survey and 0 otherwise. The estimates for the indicators “middle education”

and “high education” are relative to the reference category “low education.” The reference category for the age dummies is

“Age 60.” ***Significant at the 1% level. **Significant at the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.

shows the percent distribution across the different importance categories, splitting the sample into women

who claimed/plan to claim early, at the FRA, and after the FRA. Independent of when women claim, we

find that the OASI pension is very important for 55 to 60% of women, important for 30% of women, and

fairly important for 10% of women. Only few women, less than 2%, respond that the OASI pension is not

important. Overall these results underscore the importance of the OASI pension for retirement income.

Figure E.16 shows the percent of women who say that they can or could afford to retire early. This

question is intended to capture whether liquidity constraints play a significant role in the timing of when to

claim OASI. Figure E.16(a) distinguishes between women who claim/plan to claim before the FRA, at the

FRA, and after the FRA, while Figure E.16(b) distinguishes between women with financial wealth below

and above the median. As Figure E.16(a) shows, women who claim after the FRA are less likely to afford

early claiming compared to women who claim at or before the FRA. Figure E.16(b) shows that financial

wealth is highly correlated with whether a woman can afford early claiming. Only 30% of low-wealth

women can afford early claiming, while almost 70% of high-wealth women can.
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Figure E.14: Claiming Age Distribution
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Notes: The figure shows the distribution of claiming ages, distinguishing between women who have claimed an OASI pension

already (“claimed”) and women who still have to claim (“not claimed”). The length of the vertical lines at the end of the bar

denotes the 95% confidence interval.

Figure E.15: Importance of OASI Pension for Total Retirement Income
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Notes: The figure shows how important the OASI pension is for the total retirement income for women who claimed/plan to

claim early, claimed/plan to claim at the FRA, and delayed/plan to delay claiming.

To better understand women’s level of information about OASI pensions, we asked how they gathered

information to decide when to claim their OASI pension. They had to chose at least one and up to three of

the following options: sought advice from a financial advisor, sought advice from an employee at the OASI

office, sought advice from friends or family, searched online or attended a workshop (for example at the

workplace), thought about it myself, or did not think about it. Figure E.17 shows the percent of women

who selected an option, distinguishing between women who, at the time of the interview, have and have
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Figure E.16: Afford Early Retirement
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Notes: The figure shows the percent of women who say that they can or could afford to retire early. Figure (a) distinguishes

between women who claim/plan to claim before the FRA, at the FRA, and after the FRA. Figure (b) distinguishes between

women with financial wealth below and above the median. The length of the vertical lines at the end of the bar denotes the

95% confidence interval.

not claimed an OASI pension. The importance of different sources is similar across the two groups with

one exception. Women who have claimed already, compared to women who still have to claim, are more

likely to have sought advice from the OASI office and less likely to have not thought about the claiming

decision.

F The Introduction of Early Claiming for Men

Another element of the 1997 reform was the introduction of early claiming for men at age 63 and age

64, while keeping the FRA fixed at age 65. Specifically, men born after 1932 could claim OASI benefits

already at age 64. We call this reform step ERA64. Men born after 1937 could claim as early as age 63.

We call this reform step ERA63. The price for early claiming was set to 6.8% of full benefits per year of

early claiming; the same price women born after 1947 have to pay. While our study focuses on women,

because we can estimate how many are passive given the variation in both the FRA and the early claiming

price, estimating how the introduction of early claiming affects men’s claiming and retirement behavior is

interesting on its own.

Figure F.18 shows the pension adjustment factors (PAF) and the social security wealth (SSW) for men

when claiming at different ages. The male SSW is significantly lower than the female SSW for two reasons:

Men tend to die earlier and they only qualify for a full OASI pension at age 65, while women do so at age

64 or earlier, depending on their date of birth. The blue circles give the PAF and SSW for men born in

different years. The reform does not shift the PAF or SSW profile but extends the claiming choice set to

include age 64 and age 63.

The SSW profile shows that the introduction of early claiming is actuarially unfair: men who claim

early will lose SSW. The optimal claiming age that maximizes pension wealth is the FRA, before and
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Figure E.17: Evidence on Gathering Information, Comparing Women Who Have and Have Not Claimed
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Notes: The figure shows how women gathered information to make their claiming decision, distinguishing between women

who have and have not claimed already. The height of the bar is the percent of women who choose an option. The options are

“sought advice from a financial advisor (advisor)”, “sought advice from an employee at the OASI office (OASI office)”, “sought

advice from friends or family (family/friends)”, “searched online or attended a workshop (online/workshop)”, “thought about

it myself (thought myself), or “did not think about it (did not think).” The length of the vertical lines at the end of the bar

denotes the 95% confidence interval.

Figure F.18: Pension Adjustment Factors and Social Security Wealth at Different Claiming Ages, Men
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Notes: Graph (a) shows how the Swiss social security system adjusts men’s old age pensions as a function of the claiming age.

Base pension amount, 100, is the pension for a man claiming a pension at the FRA of 65. Graph (b) shows the discounted

social security wealth as a function of the claiming age. We assume a discount factor β of 0.98 and average death hazard.

after the reform. Men who are eligible for early claiming should therefore not change the claiming date,

and consequently they also should not change the retirement date. Moreover, claiming early is an active

decision: Men who want to claim early have to inform the local OASI agency at least one day before they
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reach the respective early claiming age.

We estimate the effect of the introduction of early claiming using an analogous regression discontinuity

design as for women. For each reform step, we contrast the first birth cohort of men who is eligible for early

claiming to the last birth cohort who is not and estimate the change in an outcome variable at the cohort

boundary. We include a linear trend on either side of the cutoff and present estimates for two different

bandwidths, a “local” one (20 weeks) and a “global” one (50 weeks). These bandwidths are about one and

a half times larger than the bandwidths for women. The reason is that, while we observe full population

of women in Switzerland, for men we only observe a 25% random sample, resulting in a smaller sample

size and less precise estimates.

Figure F.19 illustrates the claiming age and the retirement age around the cohort cutoffs. We observe

no change in the claiming age at the cohort cutoff for ERA63 (Figure F.19a) or ERA64 (Figure F.19b).

The corresponding RD estimates, shown in the first row of Table 4, point in the same direction: They

are small and statistically insignificant for both reform steps. As Figures F.19(c) and F.19(d) show, the

retirement age also displays no visible jump at the cohort boundaries and the corresponding RD estimates

are statistically insignificant (second row of Table 4).

The introduction of early claiming for men could potentially influence our estimates for women, for

example if couples prefer to retire together. This concern is unfounded given that men do not change their

claiming or retirement behavior. Moreover, as we have shown in Table B.3, the percent of women whose

husband is eligible for early claiming does not change significantly at the female cohort cutoffs.

Table F.9: Effects on Pension Claiming and Retirement Age, Men

ERA64 ERA63

local global local global

Claiming age (years) -0.028 0.038 0.034 0.025
(0.140) (0.088) (0.144) (0.091)

Retirement age (years) -0.141 -0.016 0.065 0.071
(0.137) (0.087) (0.144) (0.091)

No. observations 10,792 27,192 12,753 31,780
Bandwidth (weeks) 20 50 20 50

Notes: The table presents RD-estimates on the impact of the different reform steps on the claiming age and the retirement

age. The local (global) specification uses a bandwidth of 20 (50) weeks and includes a linear trend of the running variable on

either side of the cutoff. Observations are weighted using a triangular kernel. ***Significant at the 1% level. **Significant at

the 5% level. *Significant at the 10% level.
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Figure F.19: Claiming and Retirement Age, Men

A. Claiming Age
(a) ERA64
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(b) ERA63
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B. Retirement Age
(c) ERA64
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(d) ERA63
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Notes: The figures show the claiming age (panel A) and the retirement age (panel B) around the cutoff separating the 1932

and 1933 birth cohorts (ERA64) and the 1937 and 1938 birth cohorts (ERA63). The solid red line plots the best local linear

fit to the actual data above and below the reform cutoff.
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